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Glossary
CI

Critical Infrastructure

CIPIs

Critical Infrastructure Key Perfomance Indicators

CMS

Compliance Management Service

CPU

Central Processing Unit

DDoS

Distributed Denial of Service

DNS

Domain Name Systems

DoS

Denial of Service

EPS

End-Point Security

FTP

File Transfer Protocol

FVT

Forensics Visualization Tool

GUI

Graphical User Interface

HSM

Hardware Secuirty Module

HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

ICMP

Internet Control Message Protocol

IDS

Intrusion Detection System

IPS

Intrusion Prevention System

IT

Information Technology

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

NIDS

Network Instrusion Detection System

OT

Operational Technology

PDU

Protocol Data Unit

PPP

Public-Private Partnership

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

SMPT

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol

SNMP

Simple Network Management

SSH

Secure Shell

TCP

Transmission Control Protocol

UDP

User Datagram Protocol

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

USB

Universal Serial Bus

VLAN

Virtual Local Area Network
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Executive Summary
This deliverable is the final outcome of T2.1. Throughout this task the Consortium has addressed, taking into
account the technical and business requirements coming from WP1 and WP5, the design of the CIPSEC
Framework, the definition of the reference architecture and the integration activities leading to an initial version
of the CIPSEC Framework prototype.
The deliverable covers three main topics: firstly, it documents the final version of the reference architecture,
which was refined after being first published in D2.2 (M18). Secondly, it offers technical details regarding the
first software release of the CIPSEC platform, i.e. the initial version of the CIPSEC Framework prototype.
Finally, it addresses two important methodology aspects: the guidelines to be followed to integrate the
components and the CIPSEC Framework extension, taking the architecture as a starting point.
Regarding the final reference architecture and considering the feedback obtained from the pilots’ activity in
WP3, we have slightly refined the design of the top layers, offering architectural principles for open extensions
in the bottom layer. These principles lead to a general reference architecture in which the core of the framework
could be integrated in most CI scenarios and provide a way for new tools/services (either legacy or future ones)
to easily be integrated, in case that new security requirements arise that would not be covered by the currently
available tools/services.
Concerning the first release of the software components, the chosen approach considers in the first place the
CIPSEC core components. These are responsible for the delivery of valuable information to the critical
infrastructure operator, thanks to the processing of the cybersecurity-related information gathered by the
collectors deployed on the client infrastructure. In the second place, it provides extensive information about the
collectors themselves and the interplay with the core components is described with plenty of technical details.
As for methodology, since the CIPSEC framework can be adapted to many different types of CI with different
security requirements, CIPSEC proposes in this document a flexible extension methodology in a way that new
components can be added to the acquisition layer. Future events from sensors, services or security data can
be monitored, enhancing the detection layer with new sources of information that would improve the detection
of threats or attacks, or would enable the detection of new ones. As a result of this extension methodology, this
section also includes a comprehensive chapter dedicated to events taxonomy considered in CIPSEC.
Regarding integration, the deliverable also contains a discussion about the compliance feasibility of the
integration of each CIPSEC component within CI environment. Within this discussion, we assess the
requirements for a framework which deals with improving critical infrastructure cybersecurity and justify how it
covers and complies with the requirements.
The results presented in this report, together with those presented in Deliverables D2.1 [M12] and D2.2 [M18],
correspond to the main results of the CIPSEC WP2 - T2.1(“CIPSEC security framework design, integration and
optimization”). These results will guide the deployment activities, as well as the design and implementation of
the composite test scenarios developed in WP4.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose and scope
Deliverable D2.5 is the final output of T2.1 of CIPSEC work plan. It addresses three main topics: the final
reference architecture on which the CIPSEC framework is based (section 2); the initial software release
including both the core components and the collectors deployed on the target critical infrastructure gathering
relevant security information for the protection of the client assets (section 3); and two key related
methodologies: one for the integration of the components into the framework (section 5), and the other for the
extension of the architecture in order to strengthen the framework and offer a better service to prospective
clients (section 4).
As previously discussed in WP2 – T2.1 deliverables D2.1 [M9] and D2.2 [M18], the protection of critical
infrastructures requires several previous analyses until the ideal framework is reached. During the last few
months of work, the CIPSEC project team has validated the complexity of these OT environments. Developing
a general framework which incorporates the functionalities to collect logs and events from multiple sources,
correlate these events together and then produce summarised measurements, data trends and different types
of visualisations to help system administrators and other security professionals of such infrastructure systems is
a very challenging task. Due to the complex nature of the functionality of these systems (the number of systems
that feed events to them, the different types of events they need to correlate etc.), we have detected that
certain aspects of the design of the architecture must be adjusted to allow a better understanding of the
objectives to be achieved.
The updated reference architecture, whose anterior version was previously presented in D2.2, is detailed
below. The changes have been carried out whilst maintaining the level of protection of the OT systems of the
critical infrastructures, according to the security needs and business philosophy of the organizations analysed
in WP1 / WP5 and subsequently in WP3, where the adequacy of the CIPSEC architecture has been addressed
in the pilots, allowing the various functionalities included in the framework to be implemented according to their
priority in order to meet the established security requirements. With this approach, we expect to obtain an
integrated view of the monitored critical infrastructure by employing a wide range of security solutions and
services and orchestrate them. Details are addressed in section 2.
The document presents the first release of the framework prototype and the software components it is
composed of. First, the core components are presented; these components benefit from the information offered
by the collectors and process it to generate valuable data to the critical infrastructure operator. They constitute
the CIPSEC backbone. Second, the collectors are documented. Collectors are those security tools related to
the acquisition layer and deployed close to the OT system. To make the integration possible, the Consortium
has worked on defining the appropriate interfaces (inputs/outputs) and communication channels. This
integration is achieved with minimum modifications of the collectors and core components. Section 3 covers
this extensively.
A specific extension methodology created in the context of the project is followed, which is explained in Section
4, which leads to the details about the integration methodology, addressed in detail in section 5 together with
explanations of the CIPSEC framework flexibility towards the extension of its capabilities thanks to the addition
of other tools.

1.2 Structure of the document
The structure of the document is the following:


Executive summary stating at a glance the scope of the document and the main topics covered.



Section 1 introduces the work performed.



Section 2 documents the final version of the reference architecture, focusing on the main changes with
respect to that published in D2.2 (M18).



Section 3 documents the components of the first software release, i.e. the first version of the CIPSEC
prototype.
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Section 4 describes the methodology in place to extend the framework.



Section 5 explains the integration methodology followed for all components to work together.



Section 6 concludes the document.

1.3 Relationship to other project outcomes
This document is the final outcome of T2.1. It builds on top of the results obtained not only in this task but also
in T2.2 and T2.3. The natural starting point for this document is D2.2, but it also leverages the output reflected
in deliverables D2.3 and D2.4. There has been a continuous feedback between T2.1 and T2.4, running in
parallel and both finishing in M24, as the contents of D2.5 and D2.6 are fully dependent and need a complete
alignment.
In addition, T2.1 has benefited from the feedback of the pilot activities developed in WP3. The activities in WP3
have offered valuable input to steer the final steps in T2.1 concerning the consolidation of the architecture and
the integration of the security solutions making up the CIPSEC Framework. This makes complete sense, as the
activities in WP2 must keep a customer-centred approach to obtain high-quality standards in terms of usability
and adoption for the CIPSEC platform. Also related to this, a closer eye has been put on WP5 activities to get
insights on market demands. WP5 has benefited from results of T2.1 to produce relevant outputs in terms of
dissemination, with direct messages to the outside world explaining the technical outcomes produced by the
project.
Finally, T2.5, with D2.7 as the final result, will use these results as a starting point and will keep a permanent
communication channel with WP4, which will get the main effort share in the final year of the project.

1.4 Methodology
The proposed refinement of the CIPSEC Reference Architecture is based around the comments made by the
Project Officer, Reviewers and Advisory Board members. The analysis of the Reference Architecture has been
considered in two parts: CIPSEC Core Components and Collectors.
Some details about CIPSEC Core Components have been described and an extended part of this document
has been produced using as input the information contained in the Event Taxonomy Surveys provided by the
solution partners concerning Collectors integration activity within the CIPSEC prototype in the period M17-M24.
We have recorded all the information around CIPSEC events so as to ensure that nothing relevant is forgotten.
The effort performed during the integration of diverse CIPSEC solutions has eventually led to the definition of
the CIPSEC Extension Methodology. This methodology describes the protocol to be followed when a new
solution has to be added to the Acquisition Layer of CIPSEC.
Finally, the CIPSEC Integration Methodology has been defined, considering that the task of the CIPSEC
compliance management service is to show the level of compliance between the solutions provided by the
CIPSEC framework and the requirements of the CI. This methodology advises about some of the critical topics
to be taken into account when a new security solution is adopted by a Critical Infrastructure. The compliance
management service is offered as a practical tool to guide organizations through security challenges raised by
the latest technologies, in order to remain compliant with standards and policies.
All this information has been elaborated and merged in this document, with the corresponding revision of the
Coordinator, WP Leaders and Project Management Board members (where all partners are represented). The
document follows the quality assurance process described in Deliverable D6.1 ‘Project Management Strategy.
Project Handbook’.
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2 CIPSEC Unified Architecture – Final version
To support availability, integrity and confidentiality improvement on existing OT systems, we have designed a
flexible architecture that is general enough to be employed for multiple components in different CI
environments. This architecture was presented thoroughly in CIPSEC Deliverable D2.2 [M18]. This deliverable
described the reference architecture of CIPSEC, with its underlying principles and main components. Our
exposition was focused on showing how the components devised in the project can be integrated into OT
systems already in production. We also provided examples of how the integration patterns adopted in the
project can be implemented in the associated CIPSEC prototype.
With that framework layout, one of the core ideas of the CIPSEC project is to enhance Critical Infrastructure
protection with several advanced capabilities that will be encapsulated as components to be integrated into the
system. These components can be grouped in:


Integrity Management



Vulnerability Assessment Service & Recommendations



Identity Access Management



Endpoint detection and response



Compatibility with legacy security services



Crypto services



Anomaly Detection Reasoner



Data Anonymization and Privacy



Forensics Service



Public-Private Partnership (PPP) Contingency Plan (including Compliance Management)



Training Service



Updating & Patching Service

As we previously introduced in CIPSEC deliverables D2.1 [M9] and D2.2 [M18], Critical Infrastructures
protection requires several previous analysis iterations until reaching the best approach for the most adequate
framework definition. Addressing this analysis, during the configuration and development of the prototype
carried out in both T2.1 and T2.4, we have detected that certain aspects of the design of the architecture
should be adjusted to allow a better understanding of the objectives to be achieved.
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Figure 1. CIPSEC Final Reference Architecture
As is depicted in Figure 1, the main updates are the following:


Now, forensics service is fed directly from the anomaly detector. This allows access not only to the raw
data, but also to a wide range of information filtered and processed by the reasoner. It will allow
synchronisation of the information provided by the Critical Infrastructure Key Performance Indicators
(CIPI) sensors with some other data provided by other sources of the acquisition layer. For
homogeneity, and in order to avoid duplicity, we have considered that the Visualization Tool should
always be included and referenced within the Forensics Service, although it is part of the composed
dashboard along with the other tools.



Initially, the Data Anonymization and Privacy module covered data protection issues related with both
sensitive data from the CI and historic security data from the detection layer. However, once
determined the scope of the pilots use cases in WP3 / WP4, and due to confidentiality of personal data,
the first functionality has been discarded. Nevertheless, Data Anonymization and Privacy module will
provide a statistical disclosure control methodology endowed with a series of privacy-enhancing
algorithms to guarantee privacy exchanging cybersecurity data with third parties for threat intelligence
reasons.



Fostering the prevention and remediation, all the recommendations should involve all the precautionary
measures and actions taken before an event occurs. Therefore, CIPSEC security recommendations
will be part of the vulnerability assessment service.



The role of the dashboard in CIPSEC now becomes more relevant. CIPSEC has developed a new
front-end which integrates the variety of visualizations concerning events, alarms, forensics, etc. along
with the graphical user interfaces of each application composing CIPSEC, providing a more integrated
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and homogeneous framework. Considering that the dashboard is a core element of the CIPSEC
framework, we will discuss it later in greater depth.
The changes have been carried out, guaranteeing the protection of the CI’s OT systems, and maintaining the
security strategic plan proposed in CIPSEC. All changes have been made accordingly to the security
requirements and business philosophy of the organizations analysed in WP1 / WP5 and subsequently in WP3,
where the adequacy of the theoretical Reference Architecture has been addressed in its different dimensions in
the three different CIPSEC pilots. Consequently, the range of functionalities included in the CIPSEC framework
can be implemented according to their priority, in order to meet the established security objectives.
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3 CIPSEC SW release components
In this section, we present some of the core components being deployed in the CIPSEC project. The
descriptions are meant to enhance the transverse position of the selected components within the overall
CIPSEC reference architecture.
We have considered the following elements as the CIPSEC backbone:


Anomaly detection reasoner.



Unified Dashboard.



Data Anonymization & Privacy module.



Forensics Service (including Forensics Visualization Tool).

Additionally, we include all work related with CIPSEC collectors’ integration into the framework. We consider as
collectors those security tools related with the acquisition layer and deployed close to the OT systems. CIPSEC
includes the use of a wide variety of techniques and tools that could be used independently by the SOC
analyst. The Consortium has orchestrated and integrated all of them, resulting in the CIPSEC framework. All
these instruments are showed in a “pilot agnostic” way, but they will be applied in each Pilot, in order to find
information that will be useful to a common investigation for each CI environment.
We have considered the following elements as the CIPSEC collectors:


Network Intrusion Detection System.



Critical Infrastructure Key Performance Indicators (CIPIs) Agents.



Honeypots.



Antimalware.



Jamming detector.



Identity access manager.



Integrity manager.

The main objective is to define the required interfaces (input and output) and communication channels for the
selected solutions and to support the integration of each of the components described in CIPSEC Deliverables
D2.2 and D2.3 [M18], assessing at the same time some technical concepts and definitions about the internal
architecture of each of them.

3.1 CIPSEC Core Components
CIPSEC Core components are in charge of making the most of the information obtained by the collectors
addressed in Section 3.2. Their role is different depending on the component in question. The Anomaly
Detection Reasoner (Section 3.1.1) raises events and alarms thanks to the further processing of the raw
information obtained by the collectors. The dashboard (Section 3.1.2) is the presentation layer on which the
information is presented in a user-friendly way. The Data Anonymization and Privacy (section 3.1.3) module is
a cross-component which offers the benefits of the application of the anonymization of the information, for
privacy reasons, in critical infrastructures with demanding requirements in this regard. Finally, the Forensics
Visualization Tool (section 3.1.4) addresses the thorough analysis of huge amounts of data after a serious
incident happens, with the aim to determine what led to such incident, how it happened and who was involved,
among other questions.

3.1.1 Anomaly detection reasoner
Anomaly detection reasoner systems are fundamental for large organizations to implement integrated security
monitoring and management policies. As such, they represent a key tool for cybersecurity analysts.
The Anomaly detection reasoner CIPSEC proposes is Atos’ XL-SIEM. It is a component that can monitor
network traffic taking place in the managed critical infrastructure, together with logs generated by applications
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of interest to detect in real time anomalies that might represent attacks to the infrastructure. A common
example of such anomalies is the observation of a significant series of events in a network segment or coming
from a specific server, which take place in the specific period of time.
This component works basically in two phases (Figure 2): (i) Data Collection phase, and (ii) Data Correlation
phase.

Figure 2. Steps of data collection and data correlation phases

Data Collection phase
syslog
Within data collection, the first action is the reception of information from the different security sensors and
solutions deployed in OT systems and networks at the acquisition layer. The technology used for the exchange
of information is syslog.
1

Syslog is a standard used to capture, process and transport system log messages. It is both a network
protocol and the application or shared library used to process and send system log messages.
2

There are some syslog variants, for example, rsyslog. Rsyslog is an efficient and fast system for processing
system records. It offers a high-performance modular design and appropriate safety levels. Unlike its
predecessors - sysklog and syslog - it allows data entry from various sources, data transformation and output to
several destinations. It is versatile and robust enough to be used in business environments and it is so light and
simple that it can also be used in small systems. It allows storage of the logs in simple text files or MySQL and
PostgreSQL databases, using other destinations in case of failure, transport of syslog through TCP, detailed
control of formats, exact time labels, operations in queue of processing, and capacities filtering in any part of
the messages.
Rsyslog package is an essential and mandatory component of any modern GNU / Linux distribution and is
therefore installed by default, and the service will be active at all levels of execution.
It only needs port 514 (syslog) to be opened by TCP and UDP if it is going to allow remote hosts to connect and
store their records on the server.
Once the logs are collected, the sensor uses algorithms to process log information, cleaning and normalizing
data. Data quality is a very valuable step if other automated systems are to take advantage of these data in a

1

Aaron Leskiw: “Understanding syslog: Servers, Messages & Security”. Available on https://www.networkmanagementsoftware.com/whatis-syslog/.
2

https://www.rsyslog.com/.
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meaningful and productive way that gives intrinsic value to the situational overall. This process is carried out by
the XL-SIEM agents and its associated plugins.

Plugins for XL-SIEM Agent.
Basically, an XL-SIEM Agent plugin is a file in which a selection rule is defined with regular expressions in
Python, to determine the analysis of a log or record that does not exist yet for the platform. Being strict, any
standard type registry (rsyslog and similar) could be added as a new event to XL-SIEM Agent, programming
the plugin correctly.
First of all, we will explain the unique identification structure of events in XL-SIEM Agent in order to develop a
new plugin, for example, for any solution deployed in the Endpoint and Response module within Acquisition
layer. Each plugin of the XL-SIEM Agent has a unique identifier called plugin_id (literally, it is the name of the
field in the XL-SIEM database) and, in turn, the different events for each plugin have their identifier called SID
or plugin_sid (name of the field in the DB).
So, using the SSH plugin as an example, we can separate the features such as:
Plugin ID (SSH) = 4003
SID Plugin for "SSH - Login Accepted" = 1 (and your ID plugin will be 4003)

And so on for all the different eventualities that SSH could register. Then, when developing a plugin for XLSIEM Agent, two files to be edited must be taken into account:
1) The first one will be the plugin as such (configuration and regular expression). Regular expressions are
patterns used to find a certain combination of characters within a text string. We will mainly compose
different regular expressions using next operators.
Table 1- Regular Expressions Operators
Operator

Description

+

Repeat one or more times in a character

?

Single repetition of a character or type

*

Matches any character

{x, y}

Repeating delimiter, min. x, max. Y

\d

Matches numeric digits

\s

Matches spacing characters

\w

Matches word characters

|

OR logical operation delimiter

.

Matches any character for once.

\

S Denial delimiter \ s

$

Matches end of line character

^

Matches line start character

()

Reference delimiter to identifier.
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However, it is not enough that the regular expression pattern simply fits. We must also define the
information we want to obtain from the event presented. Within the activities of WP2 / T2.1, a catalogue
with the different taxonomies of events was prepared. Event taxonomy of different CIPSEC solutions is
presented below in this document, in Section 3.2.
2) The second file will be the information of the database for the insertion of the plugin fields on the XL-SIEM
platform. Subsequently, it is necessary that the events captured by the XL-SIEM Agent with our plugin are
correctly reported in the console. For this purpose, the SQL file must be programmed to insert the new
event in the XL-SIEM database.
Once these two steps are accomplished, the services of XL-SIEM (agent and server) are restarted, having then
a new plugin in our XL-SIEM platform.
As a summary, next picture (Figure 3) collects different components described above and that are part of the
XL-SIEM to cover the Data Collection phase.

Figure 3. Components of Data Collector Module of XL-SIEM

Data Correlation phase
Regarding the data correlation phase, the anomaly detection reasoner module detects anomalous behaviours
over incoming security events. The correlation process is based on events coming from previous Data
Collection phase. The objective is to detect and react, as fast as possible, to any threat or attack against the
managed infrastructure raising alarms.
The Correlation Engine is the component of the Anomaly Detection Reasoner of the Reference Architecture
responsible for filtering, aggregating and correlating events collected by the XL-SIEM Agents and for the
generation of alarms based on a predefined set of correlation rules or security directives.
The events received via socket (TCP 41000) are pre-processed and filtered, in accordance with certain
policies. A policy is a set of filtering conditions configured in the XL-SIEM server system included in the
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Anomaly Detection Reasoner. This way, the number of correlation events arriving at the Correlation Engine is
notably reduced. The data schema to use is also provided for this pre-processing step so as to know how the
data are structured and need to be passed to the next correlation step. Since the architecture of the Anomaly
Detection Reasoner is designed to run in a distributed way using Apache Storm, a different process will be in
charge of each policy defined.
The picture below (Figure 4) summarizes the specific components XL-SIEM uses to cover the Data Correlation
phase.

Figure 4. Components of Reasoner Server module of XL-SIEM

Apache Storm
3

Apache Storm is a system used to recover data streams in real time from multiple sources in a distributed
manner, fault tolerant and high availability. Storm is mainly designed to work with data that must be analysed in
real time.
The Storm architecture is quite simple, it is divided into the following components:




3

The master node executes the daemon called Nimbus, responsible for distributing the code through the
cluster. It also makes the assignment and monitoring of the tasks in the different machines of the
cluster.
The worker nodes execute the Supervisor daemon in charge of collecting and processing assigned
jobs in the machine where they run. These nodes execute a portion of the topology so that jobs can be
distributed throughout the cluster. If a worker node failed, the Nimbus daemon would notice and
redirect the work to another worker node.

http://storm.apache.org/.
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Zookeeper: although it is not a component as such of Storm, it is necessary to mount an Apache
Zookeeper component since it will be in charge of the coordination between the Nimbus and the
Supervisors. He is also in charge of maintaining the state since the Nimbus and the Supervisors are
stateless.
In Storm, working with topologies is usual. A topology in Storm is similar to a graph, where each node is
responsible for processing certain information and passes the token to the next node. This is previously
configured in the topology. There are mainly two nodes that make up the topology: Spouts and Bolts.
 The Spout component of Storm is responsible for the ingestion of data in the system, for example if we
have to read the events and process them, the component that would receive the event streams would
be the Spout.
 The Bolt is in charge of consuming the tuples that the Spout emits, processing them depending on what
the algorithm that we program on the input streams dictates and can issue them to another Bolt.
All this means that Storm is positioned as an adequate framework to process the logs of the different elements
deployed in the CIPSEC Reference Architecture in real time.
The version currently deployed in XL-SIEM is Apache Storm 1.1.0

Policies
In particular, a different policy associated with each Pilot defined in the XL-SIEM is initially configured. Each
policy will filter the events received from the monitored infrastructure based on the XL-SIEM agents defined in
the XL-SIEM server for a specific Pilot. In this way, the incoming traffic is split into separate data streams (one
per Pilot) for its analysis and correlation.
To these policies, included by default to provide multi-tenant support, the administrator can add more
conditions, such as filtering based on a set of IP addresses, in case only a subset of the events collected by the
agent are relevant.

Security directives
The events matching the filtering criteria are correlated within a Storm topology by means of the Correlation
Engine, which is the core of the Anomaly Detection Reasoner. The Correlation Engine has preconfigured rules
4
to detect the patterns being fulfilled. These rules are defined in EPL (Event Processing Language), which is an
SQL-like language. When the pattern is found, an alarm is generated accordingly.
In the Storm topology defined for CIPSEC, there is by default a different correlation process for each Pilot. As
described in the previous step, each of these correlation processes only receives events coming from agents
deployed in a specific pilot, according to the policy and the data schema defined.
Although specific security directives can be defined by a specific organization or monitored infrastructure, by
default, the correlation processes are configured with a predefined set of security directives.
Once the Correlation Engine has detected the pattern defined for one of its preconfigured rules, an alarm is
generated. Each alarm has an associated risk. That risk is graded using three parameters: priority, reliability
and asset value.
Table 2 – Risk assessment formula
Risk = (priority * reliability * asset_value) / 25
priority

4

Represents how important the attack is if it is successful. It
has a value between 0 (the event has no interest) and 5

Oracle
Docs:
“Overview
of
the
Event
Processing
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E13157_01/wlevs/docs30/epl_guide/overview.html.

Language
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(maximum priority). This value is assigned when the type
of event is defined for a specific security sensor, or the
specific security directives or rules is defined, in the XLSIEM. But it can also be modified through the use of a
Policy to prioritize some type of events in specific
situations or conditions.
reliability

It indicates the success rate of an attack. It has a value
between 0 (almost no chance of being successful) and 10
(maximum reliability).

asset_value

The asset_value represents a value between 0 and 5
associated to the importance of the host being attacked in
the infrastructure monitored.

Finally, the alarms generated by the XL-SIEM reasoner are sent to the Database for storage.
XL-SIEM does not provide external APIs for implementing any kind of events /alarm inspector. However, as
depicted in Figure 1 (Reference Architecture picture), components like Forensics Visualization or Data
Anonymization tools will be integrated by developing a middleware to exchange all events of potential interest
sent to the XL-SIEM and storing them on a separated database to be consulted when required, as in the case
of the Anonymized database. The dashboard (Web GUI) integration can be done by inspecting the XL-SIEM
database looking for the events / alarms of interest collected in the last time interval.
Finally, in short (Figure 5), the data normally flows between the acquisition and detection layer as follows:
1. Events can be generated and encapsulated in the syslog format to be processed by XL-SIEM Agents.
2. XL-SIEM Agents send normalized and processed data to XL-SIEM Correlator Engine.
5
3. Through a Storm DRPC server and streaming real-time libraries (ESPER ), XL-SIEM will correlate
events supporting diverse types of queries and policies over the stored information, spawning matching
alarms.

5

http://www.espertech.com/
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Figure 5. Anomaly Detection Reasoner data flow mapping over XL-SIEM architecture

3.1.1.1

CIPSEC Alarms

The Detection Layer, thanks to XL-SIEM, provides a comprehensive correlation model that allows:
1. Developing specific patterns to ascertain what is known and detectable.
2. Developing ambiguous patterns to detect anomalies and suspicious activity.
3. Possessing a configurable inference machine through related rules capable of describing more complex
patterns.

XL-SIEM, the CIPSEC tool in charge of covering the functions of reasoning, is able to analyse sequences of
events with the following characteristics:
• Possibility to define origins and variable destinations.
• Taking as input events from various sensors and / or agents.
• Defining the level of priority and reliability of the new alerts.
• Recursive architecture, we can create alerts through the correlation of rules that can be included in new rules.

Due to the recursion of XL-SIEM’s topology model, it will be possible to create an almost infinite hierarchy of
levels. In order to focus our methodology, we will define a hierarchy of 3 levels as shown in the following picture
(Figure 6):
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Figure 6. Correlation through sequence of events

In the following, we will describe each of these levels for a better understanding:
Level 1 - Detection of Specific Activity. The Specific Activity involves the use of CIPSEC’s sensors events.
These events act as trials to answer a specific question about the anomalous activity associated with a possible
Specific Attack. These events are processed and stored by XL-SIEM. The correlation engine will take them into
account in case a specific policy that includes them has been defined.
Level 2 - Specific Attack. This level deals directly with the events. We intend to correlate the activity that
refers to a specific attack, to launch a specific alarm. The main objective of the specific attack level is to
increase the reliability of the detections made by the sensors on the Acquisition Layer. In this way, we can add
a greater degree of reliability to our alarm if several sensors detect related anomalous activities. Normally, we
can have individual alarms and more complex sequences, where we will correlate the alerts produced by
events with the specific behaviours that characterize an attack.
Level 3 - Attack Behaviour. This third level of correlation is fed and is mainly the cross-correlation of several
Specific Attacks located at the previous phase. It is important to recall that the architecture of XL-SIEM’s
correlation system is recursive, and in its rules, we can include high-level nodes in the topology. Those will
work as detectors sending a set of alerts of the lower level. But the characterization of the new levels should
not be made from the fact that the input objects are coming from the lower level, on the contrary, this will not
always be the case and we can mix them according to what suits us. For this, we will define Attack Behaviours
as the sequence of attacks and behaviours developed by the attacker on one or several compromised
machines.
The following table can be used as a reference for some of the alarms included on CIPSEC. It is based on
events and alarms collected by XL-SIEM over the Demo performed in Hospital Clinic during the First Technical
Review (November 2017). This set of events and alarms will be extended throughout the CIPSEC project
according to Pilots’ composite test cases defined in WP4 and the tools included in each scenario.
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Table 3 – Level 1 events and Level 2 alarms
Level 1- Specific Activity (Event)

Specific Attack

Level 2 - Alarms

NIDS : DoS Unusually fast por 80
SYN packets inbound.

Potential DoS.

Service attack, denial of service attempt against
web service on 127.0.0.1.

NIDS: ET DoS from Spamhaus Listed
Traffic groups 10-33.

Potential DoS.

Attacks, DoS attempt from Spamhaus traffic.

NIDS: GPL MISC UPnP service
discover attempt (axis-com devices).

IP
Camera
scanning.

Network scan, Scanning behaviour against Axis
security cameras.

GravityZone: Web Control Event.

Access
to
unsafe URL.

Malware, Web Control detected by Bitdefender on
127.0.0.1.

FORTH Honeypot Event: SAMBA
connection accepted.

Malicious inbound
connection.

Detected access to SAMBA in Honeypot.

NIDS: "ET SCAN NMAP -sS window
1024".

Port Scanning.

Network scan, NMAP scan behaviour detected
against different IPs in the same VLAN
XXX.XXX.XXX.0.

GravityZone: Firewall Event.

Port Scanning.

Network scan, Port Scan blocked by GravityZone.

GravityZone: Malware Event.

Malware.

Malware, Malware detected by Bitdefender on
127.0.0.1.

a

Table 4 – Level 3 / Cross-Correlated alarms
CC alarm

Tool

Level 2 - Alarm

NIDS

Network scan, NMAP scan behaviour detected against
different IPs in the same VLAN 192.168.1.0.

Honeypot

Detected access to SAMBA in Honeypot.

NIDS

Network scan, NMAP scan behaviour detected against
different IPs in the same VLAN 192.168.1.0

GravityZone

Network scan, Port Scan blocked by GravityZone.

Detected malicious SAMBA
access.

Detected malicious Port
Scanning

3.1.2 Unified CIPSEC Dashboard
In this section, we describe the CIPSEC dashboard and its different functionalities.
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The main objective of the dashboard is to provide a unified, harmonised, and consistent application, where the
user/administrator of the infrastructure is able to: i) check for the current status; ii) easily access to all tools and
services provided by the CIPSEC framework, and; iii) be warned about current or future threats in the system.
Figure 7 shows the CIPSEC dashboard home.

Figure 7. CIPSEC Dashboard home
Dashboard Functionalities


Dashboard access

The gate to the dashboard is via a web browser accessible through any platform. Accessing the dashboard
requires the user to log-in using the provided credentials. Once the user is logged in, he is redirected to the
homepage of the application, and the system does not close the connection until either a logout or timeout
occurs.


Tools access

All CIPSEC tools are displayed together inside a drop-down menu, with the facility to switch between them at
any time.


Integrated Alarms Visualization

The application also includes a tactical view of the current infrastructure state. When an alarm is raised, the
dashboard shows all the required information to the user. Then, the user can easily go to the tool proposed by
the alarm to get further information to solve the situation.


Single Sign-On

The unified access system provides the commodity to get authenticated in all tools (at the log-in time) with no
need for the user to handle any other input or log-in. The dashboard back-end has the ability to connect to each
tool using a single-sign-on system.


Style harmonization and Usability improvement
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The whole design is unified and improved to be more usable and harmonized, hence transmitting to the user
the feeling that it is a single application providing different tools, instead of a group of diverse tools accessible
through one single website.

Dashboard Sections
The dashboard is split into different sections, as shown in Figure 7:


Dashboard: Provides a summary and a link to the critical information, the alarms and the forensics
without the need to enter in each tool to gather that information.



Overview: Drop down menu, provides two overviews, each one directly linking to the individual tools:







o

the alarms overview.

o

the forensics overview.

Tools: Drop down menu, provides a link for each tool in the system.
o

Anomaly Detection Reasoner.

o

DDoS-Honeypot.

o

Anti-malware.

o

DoS-Sensing Jammer Detector.

o

Forensics Visualization Tool.

Services: Drop down menu, provides a link for each service and displays additional sub menus or links
if needed in each corresponding service. The submenu of the services menu is:
o

Vulnerability report  to access the last vulnerability report about the infrastructure.

o

Contingency plans  to access the contingency plan designed for that infrastructure.

o

Forensics service  to access the forensics service.

o

Training  Including different training courses.

Partners: A page with all the partners involved in the project.

Dashboard’s Internal Architecture
In this subsection, we detail the internal architecture of the dashboard, whereas in the next section we explain
the architecture of the Single-Sign-On mechanism.
6

7

In a high-level view, the dashboard frontend is built with Angular 5 and bootstrap 4. The backend is built with
8
9
Node and Express .
10

The frontend leverages an Oauth2 client built in Angular to handle the login strategy. The client is used by the
dashboard to login users with a pair username, password, thus avoiding the need for the dashboard to store
users and/or passwords. The OAauth2 server is the responsible for that task and also for providing the unified
single Sing-On mechanism.
The Express web server is used to serve the frontend on top of the Node server. This configuration of servers
stack has the advantage of providing a high level of scalability when having different simultaneous connections.

6

(https://angular.io/).

7

(https://getbootstrap.com/).

8

(https://nodejs.org/en/).

9

(https://expressjs.com/).

10

(https://oauth.net/2/).
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Single-Sign-On (UPC)
The OAuth2 server will be running on a Node server and all the tools will be required to have the OAuth2
mechanism in their logins to allow external OAuth2 authentications.
Figure 8 depicts a diagram where the two OAuth2 phases are represented: Login phase and Access Phase.

Figure 8. Single-Sign-On mechanism

1) In the login phase, the user provides its username and password to get access to the frontend as well as to
the different tools and services. The frontend (OAuth2 client), then, forwards this information to the OAuth2
server responsible for its verification. If the information about username and password is valid the server
returns a token to the user.
2) The access phase is performed, allowing the user to access all frontend functionalities. When the user wants
to access a tool, frontend uses the clients’ token in order to authenticate the client into the tool, who
subsequently checks the validity of the token against the OAuth2 server. The tool should verify the token,
communicating with the OAuth2 server (in the dashboard) with its own OAuth2 client (in the tool or service).
Once this is done, if the token is valid, the tool can be displayed in the frontend, and the user can interact with
no need to provide any additional input for identification.

3.1.3 Data Anonymization and Privacy
Data privacy tool plays a complementary role beyond the traditional privacy mechanisms based on
cryptographic protocols for access control and confidentiality, which are limited to the dual, traditional approach
of either completely forbidding or granting full access to sensitive data.
The anomaly detection reasoner block of the CIPSEC architecture provides different logs / events of anomaly
activities from different CIPSEC partners’ solutions that are considered sensitive data. These logs should be
protected before being shared by third parties. This protection will be done by the data privacy tool that is being
developed by the UPC team.
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The internal architecture of the data privacy tool is described in Figure 9. In order to understand how the tool
works internally, we divided the tool concepts into 3 blocks named as the transformation/perturbation block, the
patterns block, and the search context block.
The transformation/perturbation block provides all possible anonymizations. A brief description of each one of
the anonymization methods is provided below:
1. Suppression: In this method, certain values of the attributes are replaced by an asterisk '*'. All or some
values of a column may be replaced by '*'. Remember that a complete or partial suppression could be
applied.
2. Generalization: In this method, individual values of attributes are replaced by with a broader category.
For example, the value '19' of the attribute 'Age' may be replaced by ' ≤ 20', the value '23' by '20 < Age
≤ 30', etc.
3. Pseudonymization: is a procedure by which the most identifying fields within a data record are
replaced by one or more artificial identifiers or pseudonyms. There can be a single pseudonym for a
collection of replaced fields or a pseudonym per replaced field. The purpose is to render the data
record less identifying and therefore lower customer or patient objections to its use.
The patterns block basically gives the ability to work with both, a predefined pattern (IP, email, etc.) to be
anonymized and also a specific pattern (in form of regular expressions) that the user would like to anonymize
apart from the predefined ones. This makes the tool more flexible to any new pattern that could be considered
as sensitive one and as a consequence should be anonymized.
The search context block provides us with the possibility to anonymize globally (all objects) or only for certain
type of objects. Again, the search context block gives flexibility to the tool if there is no need to anonymize all
objects and this way we could save the time of unnecessary anonymization.
In general terms, the tool will receive as an input an unprotected cybersecurity data in JSON file form,
generated by the XL-SIEM tool that is developed by ATOS. After that, the file will pass through an object
processing block, taking into consideration the transformation/perturbation block, the patterns block, and the
search context block, and finally produces an anonymized cybersecurity data in JSON file form too that could
be shared by third parties. It is being developed in JAVA.
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Data privacy tool
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Figure 9. Data Privacy Tool

3.1.4 Forensics Visualization Tool
The FVT (Forensics Visualization Tool) follows a layered architecture (Figure 10) with the internal components
belonging to the Data, Business and Presentation Layers. The data layer includes information collected by the
AEGIS agents and is analytically presented in section 3.2.1 of this deliverable.
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Figure 10. AEGIS FVT Architecture

The other two layers contain the rest of the components of FVT, which are the ones belonging to the Forensics
Service (back-end), and the ones comprising the Forensics Visualisation Toolkit. A description of each
component is provided in the following paragraphs.
Event Pre-processing
The Event Pre-processing component reads events from the XL-SIEM database and then applies required
filtering and associations in order to extract information useful for display. The component classifies events
according to sources (hosts) and CIPIs.
The classified data are output in JSON format, suitable for reading and further processing by the cache
component. The Event Pre-processing component processes new data in intervals according to the
configuration, as different hosts generate data for different CIPIs at varying intervals.

Cache Storage
All pre-processed data is retrieved from the Event Pre-processing subsystem and stored in a Cache for easy
access by the Visualization Components. Since the historical data do not change, all data are stored in a flat,
reusable structure per CIPI, containing only the timestamp and the relevant values. For non-CIPIs, additional
information is stored, such as connection data or IP addresses.
The cache serves for quick retrieval, without the need of accessing the complex XL-SIEM database and also
allows the creation of services to support custom needs of the components of the Visualisation Toolkit.
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Forensics Middleware
The Forensics Middleware component handles the communication between the Cache and the Visualisation
Tools. The component exposes a set of REST services that allow retrieval, sorting and filtering of event
information by the Visualisation Tools.

Timeline Analysis
The timeline analysis component offers the functionalities for temporal analysis of the CIPI values. Through the
timeline control, an investigator may move back in time, narrow the viewed time window, and compare two
different time points, in order to get insight of how the system is functioning either normally or after a breach.
The timeline control drives the displayed data in all the other visualisations of the currently opened view inside
the FVT.

Visualisation Components
The visualization components include a set of interactive graphs and charts that form the heart of the FVT. Bar
charts, line charts and pie charts are some of the standard forms of data representations. Different
visualizations are used to display different types of data, in order to make the understanding of data easier.
The Visualization Components follow the Timeline component on what to display. Changes of the time window
result in changes in the data displayed, so that they always follow the selected time window. This way,
forensics investigators can get a situational awareness at any given time and check to see if the total state of
the monitored machine is normal or if an abnormal situation seems to be about to happen (or already took
place).

Visualization components display data in the following formats:
1. Line graphs. Line graphs are used to display quantitative values over time. A Line Graph is used to
show
trends
and
analyse
how
the
data
has
changed
over
time.
Line graphs can be used to display a set of two or more data series, for comparison between them.
2. Point graphs. Similar to the line graphs, but without interpolation, these graphs are suitable for
displaying integer data over time. Whenever the CIPI values are integer (for example, number of
processes) and interpolation does not make sense, point graphs are used to display the data.
3. Bar charts. Bar charts use vertical bars to show discrete data over time.
4. Scatterplots. Use a collection of points placed using Cartesian coordinates to display values from two
CIPIs. By displaying a CIPI in each axis, one can detect if a relationship or correlation between the two
CIPIs exists.
5. Bubble charts. Used to display the correlation of two variables over time. Suitable for displaying, for
example, the correlations between CPU load and number of network connections.
6. Chord diagrams. This type of diagram visualises the inter-relationships between entities and are
suitable for displaying, for example, data flow and volume of data between two hosts.
7. Sankey diagrams. Similar to chord diagrams, Sankey diagrams visualize the directed flow between
nodes in an acyclic network.
8. Span charts. Used to display dataset ranges between a minimum value and a maximum value. Span
Charts are ideal for comparing ranges and can be used to display a CIPI’s low and high value over
time.
9. Gauges. Used in Overview pages to display current overall status of all the monitored hosts. It provides
an indication of the “health” of the system.
10. Pie charts. Pie Charts help show proportions and percentages between categories, by dividing a circle
into proportional segments. Can be used to display the percentage of time a system has been
functioning under normal, warning, or critical conditions over a period of time.
11. Grids. Can be used to present information in tabular format, e.g. a list of IPs that initiated connections
to the monitored machine
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12. Combination charts. Chart types can be combined to convey more information at a glance. Combined
line graphs can show, for example, the correlation of the number of network connection to the CPU
load. A span chart can be combined with a point graph to display minimum, maximum and current
value of a CIPI over time.

Configuration
The Configuration component includes a set of mechanisms and configuration files that ensure proper fit of the
FVT to a monitored machine or network. Indicative parameters that can be configured include the network
topology, the deployed agents per monitored machine as well as the views created by the operators.

3.2 CIPSEC Collector Components
CIPSEC orchestrates diverse products of high quality created by different providers and experts on ICT security
and network management within the acquisition layer of the framework. They monitor OT systems and collect
raw security data from multiple sources and functionalities and provide monitoring and anomaly detection for
the complete CI.
In the following, we describe how the integration of the collector systems to the CIPSEC framework was
achieved by the Consortium with the minimum required modification. We will initially focus on the data
collection and processing for anomaly detection. The goal is to create a system that provides robust security
but, at the same time, is easy to use. For that reason, we have followed the CIPSEC extension methodology
which is further described in Section 4 on this deliverable.

3.2.1 Forensics Agents
Introduction
The AEGIS forensics service analyses data provided by AEGIS agents. These agents are a set of plugins/tools
that can be deployed to a CI and be properly configured to log information that is relevant to the hosting CI. The
log files are then scanned and stored in a database in order to be queried by a middleware that serves the data
in the final format expected by the AEGIS FVT. This layout, database-middleware-FVT, provides the flexibility
to display events not only originating from AEGIS Agents but also from other tools or components that can
store such information in a common database.
11

The basic set of log files monitored by AEGIS Agents is generated by Nagios plugins. Nagios is a free and
open-source application that monitors systems, networks and infrastructure. It offers monitoring and alerting
services for servers, switches, applications and services. Moreover, NetFlow NetFlowdata are pulled from
nfdump files which include information about the network flows between the monitored machine and other
hosts (of the internal network or external). NetFlow is a network protocol developed by Cisco for collecting IP
12
traffic information and monitoring network traffic. Nfdump is a toolset in order to collect and process NetFlow
The Aegis agents utilize nfdump in order to analyse network traffic and provide the network-related CIPIs.
Type
Text log files, NetFlow dumps.
Format
Nagios logs
The format of the logs produced by nagios plugins depend on the executed command but follow in general the
following format:
[timestamp] <logtype>: <hostname>;<Service name>;<State>;<State Type>;<Check #>;<Service message>
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More specifically:
Table 5. - Nagios logs format
Variable

Possible Values

Description

timestamp

<Unix timestamp>

The creation time of the log entry.

logtype

[SERVICE ALERT,
SERVICE NOTIFICATION]

The type of alert of the called service.

hostname

<string>

The name of the monitored host (machine).

Service name

<string>

The name of the executed service. It depends on the Nagios
plugin used and can be defined in the configuration of Nagios
services.

State

[OK, WARNING, CRITICAL,
UP, DOWN, UNKNOWN]

The state of the service being called.

State Type

[SOFT, HARD]

The state type changes according to the sequence of
consecutive service states while being checked. A warning or
critical event is initially at a SOFT state and if repeated it gets
updated to HARD. A variable in the configuration of the
checked service holds the number of times that a service has to
be checked before going from SOFT to HARD.

Check #

<integer>

Number of times the service has been checked.

Service
message

<text>

The message that the service returns when checked.

The following examples are logs from two different services:


Example1: log entry for current CPU Load
[1513822600] SERVICE ALERT: localhost;Current Load;OK;HARD;1;OK - load average: 0.00, 0.03,
0.05



Example 2: log entry State of HTTP service
[1513822600] SERVICE ALERT: Ubuntu-14-2;HTTP;CRITICAL;HARD;1;HTTP CRITICAL: Host Unreachable

NetFlow Dumps
NetFlow dumps contain information about network flows between two hosts. More specifically, a NetFlow dump
contains information that is stored in a binary file which can then be queried, and outputs information in various
formats using a number of predefined elements. These elements are represented by tags which correspond to
a specific piece of information as presented in the table below:
Table 6 – Netflow dump elements
Element

Description

%ts

Start Time - first seen.

%te

End Time - last seen.

%td

Duration.

%pr

Protocol.

%sa

Source Address.

%da

Destination Address.
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%sap

Source Address: Port.

%dap

Destination Address: Port.

%sp

Source Port.

%dp

Destination Port.

%sas

Source AS.

%das

Destination AS.

%in

Input Interface num.

%out

Output Interface num.

%pkt

Packets.

%byt

Bytes.

%fl

Number of Flows.

%pkt

Number of Packets.

%flg

TCP Flags.

%tos

Tos.

%bps

bps - bits per second.

%pps

pps - packets per second.

%bpp

bps - Bytes per package.

The above elements can be outputted in the console like e.g.:
Date flow start

Duration Proto

Src IP Addr:Port

Dst IP Addr:Port

2005-08-30

06:59:25.137 213.697 TCP 32.249.32.48:0

->

2005-08-30

06:59:24.563 330.110 TCP 49.112.228.156:0

2005-08-30

06:59:54.322 201.857 TCP 48.190.164.126:0

2005-08-30

06:59:54.257 48.768 TCP 92.90.57.46:0

->

Flags Tos Packets

0.0.0.0:135 ......

0

Bytes

pps

23

1104

0

-> 0.0.0.0:1433 ...... 0

47943

2.2 M

-> 0.0.0.0:36129 ...... 0

10

0.0.0.0:59501 ...... 0

5

bps

Bpp Flows

41

48

13

145

55769

48

274

460

0

18

46

6

230

0

37

46

2

Another way to acquire them is to export in a csv file. The following example comes from a real csv
a NetFlow dump:

13

output for

ts,te,td,sa,da,sp,dp,pr,flg,fwd,stos,ipkt,ibyt,opkt,obyt,in,out,sas,das,smk,dmk,dtos,dir,nh,nhb,svl
n,dvln,ismc,odmc,idmc,osmc,mpls1,mpls2,mpls3,mpls4,mpls5,mpls6,mpls7,mpls8,mpls9,mpls10,cl,sl,al,ra
,eng,exid,tr
2017-06-26 6:17:15,2017-06-26
6:17:19,3.435,192.168.1.162,192.168.1.254,59865,38400,TCP,.AP.SF,0,0,6,890,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0.
0.0,0.0.0.0,0,0,00:00:00:00:00:00,00:00:00:00:00:00,00:00:00:00:00:00,00:00:00:00:00:00,0-0-0,0-00,0-0-0,0-0-0,0-0-0,0-0-0,0-0-0,0-0-0,0-0-0,0-0-0,0,0,0,0.0.0.0,0/0,1,00:00.0
2017-06-26 6:18:27,2017-06-26
6:18:31,3.434,192.168.1.254,192.168.1.162,38400,59865,TCP,.AP.SF,0,0,6,744,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0.
0.0,0.0.0.0,0,0,00:00:00:00:00:00,00:00:00:00:00:00,00:00:00:00:00:00,00:00:00:00:00:00,0-0-0,0-00,0-0-0,0-0-0,0-0-0,0-0-0,0-0-0,0-0-0,0-0-0,0-0-0,0,0,0,0.0.0.0,0/0,1,00:00.0
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The middleware that is used to serve the data to the FVT reads the NetFlow data and outputs CIPI values. For
example, the CIPI ‘network connections’ shows the number of connections at any given time. An example of
14
the output for this CIPI (in JSON format) follows (Figure 11):

Figure 11. CIPI output sample in JSON format
To align the creation of events depending on NetFlow data, a mechanism to produce log entries has been
created. This mechanism will periodically query NetFlow data and create log entries for all the CIPI values that
are monitored. This way, the event creation will have a uniform way of representation (via log entries) which will
foster the integration of this data to the CIPSEC platform. The format of such a log entry follows:
[timestamp] <logtype>: <hostname>;<Service name>;<State>;<Service message>
Table 7 – Netflow dump logs
Variable

Possible Values

Description

timestamp

<Unix timestamp>

The creation time of the log entry.

logtype

[SERVICE ALERT,
SERVICE NOTIFICATION]

hostname

<string>

The name of the monitored host (machine).

Service name

<string>

The name of the executed service. It depends on the CIPI
extracted from NetFlow data, e.g. Number_Of_Connections.

State

[OK, WARNING, CRITICAL,
UP, DOWN, UNKNOWN]

The state of the service being called.

Service
message

<text>

The message that the service returns when checked.

3.2.1.1

Events Taxonomy

The services monitored by Nagios are configured to issue an event according to some given thresholds that
reside within the definition of every service. These thresholds depend on the monitored host machine and its
function (e.g. a workstation, a controller machine, etc) within the network or infrastructure in which it belongs.
Moreover, another factor that affects the thresholds values is the overall context and operation of the
organisation whose CI is monitored. For example, the number of network connections that is considered normal
in one case might be considered excessive and abnormal in another. This way, the Aegis Agents can be
configured on a case by case basis according to the needs and environment requirements of the monitored CI.

14
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Every service is actually the implementation of a CIPI for the monitored machine. The service definition also
includes the time interval of checking, i.e. how often the service will check the relevant process, as well as the
number of failed checks before generating a CRITICAL event.
The NetFlow data are queried and the forensics service performs aggregations and calculations in order to
produce a result which shows the same type of events as the ones produced by Nagios. The event type gets
determined according to configurable thresholds for this case as well.
There are three major types of events for every service:


OK, designates that the CIPI value is within the accepted range of values.



WARNING, designates that the CIPI value has surpassed the accepted range of values.



CRITICAL, designates that the CIPI value has excessively surpassed the accepted range of values or
is totally unreachable.

The definition of each of these event types is based on configurable thresholds as mentioned already and
corresponds to the ‘State’ values mentioned in the previous paragraph. Moreover, the ‘State Type’ plays an
important role to determine the severity of an event since it denotes how many times (number defined in
service definition) a process has been reported in a problematic state and therefore action should be taken, e.g.
raising of an alarm.
The list of identified events includes:


CPU excessive Load.



High number of total running processes.



High number of connected users.



Communication to HTTP service disruptions.



High network load.



High number of network connections.



Slow network speed.

In the following table, the severity of each of these events is assigned based on the Priority (absolute
importance of event regardless of specific host or environment.) and Reliability (confidence that event implies
suspicious activity). It must be noted that given the nature of the events described above (strongly related to
environment and monitored host), the values of the table below cannot be entirely detached from the context of
the monitored CI. The events produced by AEGIS agents serve as the mechanism to provide details on a
collection of metrics for the monitored machines, i.e. the CIPIS. The FVT, being a visualisation tool as the name
suggests, has the purpose of visualising these values in order to provide a more complete picture of the current
state of the system. Its goal is to offer situational awareness to the operators so that they can look for patterns
in events and determine what the most appropriate action is when CIPI values range closely below and over
nominal thresholds. This means that even if all CIPIS have a nominal value at a certain point in time, the
visualization of the historical trend of the values might reveal a constant increase towards the maximum
allowed value (implying that severity of the included events rises due to the existence of prior events) which in
turn might mean that a security problem exists.
Having described the above, the severity of events coming from AEGIS agents should be complemented by the
severity of events detected by all the other components of the CIPSEC framework. Having received an event
for a potential security issue by the Anomaly Detection Reasoner, the FVT will provide the human operator with
aforementioned situational awareness which will help him detect the root cause of the problem faster and act
accordingly.
Table 8 – AEGIS Events Severity
Event Name

Description

Priority

Reliability

CPU excessive Load

CPU Usage is higher than
expected.

3

5

High number of total running
processes

The total running processes
number is higher than

4

6
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expected.
High number of connected users

More than the anticipated
users have connected to the
monitored machine.

5

8

The monitor refuses any
connection to the service,
thus implying that the service
is down or that it cannot
serve any request.

5

7

High network load

Network load is higher than
expected.

3

6

High number of network
connections

The network connections
number is higher than
expected.

3

8

Slow network speed

Network speed is lower than
expected.

3

8

Communication to HTTP service
disruptions

3.2.1.2

Events examples

In all the examples below, the log entry consists of a number of variables separated by the ‘;’ character. These
variables are analytically presented in the previous paragraphs.


CPU Excessive Load

[1513889200] SERVICE ALERT: localhost;Current Load;WARNING;HARD;1; WARNING - load average: 3.12,
3.02, 2.50

‘Localhost’ is the host machine providing the data of this log entry. The name of the monitored service is
‘Current Load’, and the state ‘Warning’ and state type ‘HARD’ reveal the state of the service. Number ‘1’ shows
the number of times that the service has been checked.
The service message ‘WARNING - load average: 3.12, 3.02, 2.50’ includes three numerical values that
represent the CPU load for the last 1, 5 and 15 minutes respectively.
The WARNING state of this service implies a potential risk for the monitored host according to the Priority and
Reliability values given in the relevant section above.


High number of Total Running Processes

[1493410320] SERVICE ALERT: localhost;Total Processes;WARNING;SOFT;1;PROCS WARNING: 204 processes

‘Localhost’ is the host machine providing the data of this log entry. The name of the monitored service is ‘Total
Processes’ and the state ‘Warning’ and state type ‘SOFT’ reveal the state of the service. Number ‘1’ shows the
number of times that the service has been checked.
The service message ‘PROCS WARNING: 204 processes’ includes the number of processes that run in the
monitored host at the time that the checking service was called.
The WARNING state of this service implies a potential risk for the monitored host according to the Priority and
Reliability values given in the relevant section above.


High number of Connected Users

[1513891020] SERVICE
currently logged in

ALERT:

localhost;Current

Users;CRITICAL;HARD;1;USERS

CRITICAL

-

3

users

‘Localhost’ is the host machine providing the data of this log entry. The name of the monitored service is
‘Current Users’ and the state ‘CRITICAL’ and state type ‘HARD’ reveal the state of the service. Number ‘1’
shows the number of times that the service has been checked.
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The service message ‘USERS CRITICAL - 3 users currently logged in’ includes the number of user currently
logged in to the monitored host. The CRITICAL state of this service reveals a high risk for the monitored host
since it says that more users than anticipated are currently logged in which implies a big risk for the host
according to the Priority and Reliability values given in the relevant section above.


Communication to HTTP service disrupted

[1497832256] SERVICE ALERT: Ubuntu-14;HTTP;CRITICAL;HARD;1;Connection Refused

‘Ubuntu-14’ is the host machine providing the data of this log entry. The name of the monitored service is
‘HTTP’ and the state ‘CRITICAL’ and state type ‘HARD’ reveal the state of the service. Number ‘1’ shows the
number of times that the service has been checked.
The service message ‘Connection Refused’ shows that the HTTP process running in the monitored machine
does not respond to the checking service and refuses the connection. This is an important event since the
service is unreachable and could also be an indication of security threat (maybe the service is down due to
technical reasons like e.g. lack of RAM resources) according to the Priority and Reliability values given in the
relevant section above.


High Network Load

192.168.1.100; Network Load;OK; Network Load 1.0 packets/sec at 2017-07-15 22:43:51

‘192.168.1.100’ is the host machine providing the data of this log entry. The name of the monitored service is
‘Network Load’ and the state ‘OK’ shows the state of the service. The service message ‘Network Load 1.0
packets/sec at 2017-07-15 22:43:51’ shows the network load in packets/second at the given date and time.
Since the service status is ‘OK’, no risk is deduced for the monitored host.


High number of Network Connections

192.168.1.100; Network Connections;CRITICAL;Network Connections 44 at 2017-07-15 22:44:11

‘192.168.1.100’ is the host machine providing the data of this log entry. The name of the monitored service is
‘Network Connections’ and the state ‘CRITICAL’ shows the state of the service. The service message ‘Network
Connections 44 at 2017-07-15 22:44:11’ shows the number of active network connections at the given date and
time.
The CRITICAL state of this service shows that the number of connections is higher than the normally expected
one and therefore the monitored host is at risk according to the Priority and Reliability values given in the
relevant section above.


Slow Network Speed

192.168.1.100; Network Speed;WARNING;Network Speed 300 bytes/sec at 2017-07-15 22:45:13

‘192.168.1.100’ is the host machine providing the data of this log entry. The name of the monitored service is
‘Network Speed’ and the state ‘WARNING’ shows the state of the service. The service message ‘Network
Speed 300 bytes/sec at 2017-07-15 22:45:13’ shows the network speed in bytes/second at the given date and
time. The WARNING state of the service reveals that speed is within the nominal values but close to the upper
or lower limits and therefore attention must be given according to the Priority and Reliability values given in the
relevant section above.

3.2.2 Network Intrusion Detection System
Introduction
The operation of the Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) sensor is similar to a sniffer since it monitors
all network traffic searching for any type of intrusion. It implements an attack detection and port scanning
engine that allows registering, alerting and responding to any anomaly previously defined as patterns.
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The NIDS system we have included within CIPSEC framework is a flavour of Suricata
depending on Pilots’ requirements and their technical constraints.

15

with an ad-hoc ruleset

The elements that make up the basic scheme of its architecture are:
• Traffic capture module. It is responsible for capturing all network packets using the libpcap

16

library.

• Decoder. It is responsible for forming the data structures with the captured packets and identifying the link,
network, etc. protocols.
• Pre-processors. They allow extending the functionalities preparing the data for detection. There are different
types of pre-processors depending on the traffic we want to analyse (for example, there are HTTP preprocessors, Telnet)
• Detection Engine. Analyses the packets based on the rules defined to detect the attacks.
• Rules File. Several files define the set of rules that will govern the analysis of the detected packets.
NIDS Rules
The rules or signatures are the patterns that are searched within the data packages. NIDS sensor’s rules are
used by the detection engine to compare the received packets and generate the alerts in case there is a match
between the contents of the packets and the signatures. It is allowed to add or delete entire classes of rules by
configuration. A whole category of rules can be deactivated by commenting on the line of the same.
Next, different rules are presented, together with their format, to set up the configuration.
Rules categories
There are four categories of rules to evaluate a package, which represent the range of available events. These
four categories are divided into two groups, those that have content and those that do not. There are protocol
rules, generic content rules, malformed packet rules and IP rules.
• Protocol rules. Protocol rules are rules which are dependent on the network protocol being analysed.
• Generic Content Rules. This type of rules allows to specify patterns to search in the data field of the
package, the search patterns can be binary or in ASCII mode.
• Malformed Pack Rules. This type of rules specifies characteristics on the packets, specifically on their
headers which indicate that some type of anomaly is occurring, this type of rules do not look at the content
since the headers are first checked for inconsistencies or other types of anomaly.
• IP rules. This type of rules is applied directly to the IP layer. The rules are checked for each IP datagram. If
the datagram is TCP, UDP or ICMP, an analysis of the datagram with its corresponding protocol layer will be
performed, this type of rules analyses with and without content.
Customization of rules
The easiest way to limit the traffic of security events is to deactivate rules that do not apply in our Critical
Infrastructure environment; this can be done by entering the configuration of NIDS sensor.
An entire class of rules can be disabled by commenting on it in the configuration file. Individual rules can also
be disabled if the protection of the rest of the rules of the class is required. To comment on a specific rule,
search the appropriate .rules files and insert a comment in front of the rule line. Keep in mind that it is usually
better to disable a single rule rather than the whole class, unless it is not applied in a certain configuration. The
detection engine is really the heart of the functionality of the NIDS sensor.
A simple and flexible description language is used to indicate how data should be handled. In order for NIDS
sensor to catch the latest vulnerabilities, we must update our rules. Although the standard rule sets included in
the NIDS sensor provide adequate protection against known attack vectors, we can design some specific
custom rules for our network to get the best performance from the NIDS. It allows a lot of versatility to create
new rules. By modifying our own rules, we will minimize false positives. The rules that cover many general
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cases tend to have high rates of false positives, while the private ones do not. The idea is to create new
advanced rules, depending on the services requested to monitor.
In its basic form, as Figure 12 depicts, a rule consists of two parts:
• A header.
• The options.

Figure 12. Structure of a rule and its header
Header of a rule
The header allows establishing the origin and destination of the communication and using this information to
carry a certain action on. The header contains some criteria for joining the rule with a package and dictating
what action a rule should take. The general structure of the header of the rule is similar to that in Table 9.
Table 9 – Structure of IDS sensor rule’s Header
Action

Protocol

Source Network

Source Port

Direction

Destiny Network

Destiny Port

alert

tcp

$EXTERNAL_NET

Any

->

$HOME_NET

53

And the meaning of each field is the following:
• Protocol. It allows establishing the communications protocol that will be used. The possible values are: TCP,
UDP, IP and ICMP.
• Source network and destination network. It allows defining the origin and destination of the
communication.
• Port of origin and destination. It allows flagging the origin and destination ports of the communication. It
describes the port number or range of ports applied to the network address that precedes it.
• Direction. It allows representing the direction of communication. The possible options are: ->, <- and <>.
• Action. It allows indicating the action that must be carried out over this package. The possible values are:
o alert: Generates an alert using the selected alert method and then logs the package.
o log: Check the package.
o pass: Ignore the package.
o activate: Alert and then activate another dynamic rule.
o dynamic: It remains idle until a rule is activated, then it acts as a rules inspector.
Rule’s Options
The options are separated from each other, by (;) and the options keys are separated by (:). There are four
types of options:
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• Meta-data. Provides information about the rule but does not have any effect during detection.
• Payload. Look for patterns (signatures) within the payload of the package.
• Non-Payload. Look for patterns within the other fields of the package, other than payload (for example, the
header).
• Post-detection. Allows activating specific rules that occur after a rule is executed.
Next table shows the options of the NIDS sensor rules.
Table 10 – Options of NIDS sensor rules
Option

Type

Option Keys

msg

meta-data

“DNS EXPLOIT named 8.2->8.2.1”

flow

non-payload

to server, established

content

payload

“../../../”

reference

meta-data

Bugtraq,788

reference

meta-data

cve,1999-0833

classtype

meta-data

attempted-admin

sid

meta-data

258

rev

meta-data

6

The main options of the rules are described below:
• msg. It informs the alert engine which message it should show. The special characters of the rules like: and;
they must be placed within the msg option with the character \.
• flow. It is used in conjunction with TCP flows, to indicate which rules should apply only to certain types of
traffic.
• content. Allows NIDS sensor to perform a sensitive search for specific contents of the package's payload.
• reference. Defines a link to external attack identification systems, such as bugtraq, with id 788.
• classtype. Indicates what type of attacks the packet tried. The classtype option uses the classifications
defined in the NIDS sensor configuration file.
• The sid option, in combination with the rev option, uniquely identifies a rule, correlating the ID of the individual
rule with the revision of the rule.
A complete example of NIDS rule would be:
alert tcp $ EXTERNAL_NET any -> $ HOME_NET 53 \ (msg: "DNS EXPLOIT named 8.2-> 8.2.1"; flow:
to_server, established; \ content: "../../ .. / "; reference: bugtraq, 788; reference: cve, 19990833; \ classtype: attempted-admin; sid: 258; rev: 6;)

Detection engine and events
The detection engine is the most important part of NIDS. Its responsibility is to discover any existing intrusion
activity in a package. For this, the detection engine uses the previously defined rules. The rules are read in
internal data structures or strings where they are compared with each packet. If a package matches any rule,
the appropriate action is taken. Otherwise, the package is discarded. The appropriate actions can be to register
the package or generate events. The detection engine is the critical time part of NIDS sensor. The factors that
influence the response time and the load of the detection engine are the following:
• The hardware and benchmarking of the host.
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• The rules defined.
• Internal speed of the data bus used in the motherboard of the computer where it is installed.
• Network load.
These factors are very important since, for example, if the traffic on the network is too high, while the security
sensor is working, packets can be discarded and a response in real time will not be achieved. Therefore, for the
appropriate design of different uses cases for the NIDS in the CIPSEC pilots, these factors must be taken into
account.
The detection engine can apply the rules in different parts of the package. These parts are the following:
• IP header. You can apply the rules to the IP headers in the package.
• Header of the Transport layer. It includes the TCP, UDP and ICMP headers.
• Header of the Application level layer. It includes DNS, FTP, SNMP and SMPT headers.
• Payload of the package. This means that you can create a rule that the discovery engine uses to find a
string that is present within the package.
Below, in “Events Security” Section, it is described a list of the most common events could be detected and
their short description.
Output modules
The output modules can do different operations depending on how you want to save the output generated by
the NIDS sensor log system. Basically, these modules control the type of output generated by these systems.
There are several output modules that can be used, depending on the format in which the data is desired:
syslog, database, and the new module called Unified, which is a generic binary format for exporting data to
other programs.
For its deployment within CIPSEC framework, two possibilities exist:
A) Install NIDS sensor and Atos’ Agent on the same host, using the internal logging system of the operating
system (RECOMMENDED).
B) Deploy NIDS sensor and Atos’ Agent in different machines, so syslog would be the mechanism to send the
data from the sensor to the agent.

3.2.2.1

Events Severity

As we described previously, the classtype keyword gives information about the classification of rules and alerts.
It consists of a short name, a long name and a priority. For example, it can inform on whether a rule is just
informational, about a hack, etc… For each classtype, the classification.config has a priority which will be used
in the rule. This allows alerts to be classified and prioritized. The priority for each classification can be specified.
Here are a few example rules:
alert TCP any any -> any 80 (msg: "EXPLOIT ntpdx overflow"; dsize: > 128; classtype:attemptedadmin; priority:10;

alert TCP any any -> any 25 (msg:"SMTP expn root"; flags:A+; \content:"expn root"; nocase;
classtype:attempted-recon;)

The first rule will set its type to "attempted-admin" and overrides the default priority for that type to 10.
The second rule sets its type to "attempted-recon" and sets its priority to the default for that type.
Rest of events severity classification according “classtype” field:
In next table, we can see a list with the possible events detected by the NIDS, a short description of them and
its severity.
Table 11 – NIDS sensor Events Severity Classification
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Type

Description

Priority

Reliability

bad-traffic

Represents non-standard network traffic that should not
normally be seen in most networks.

2

3

ddos

Allows detecting denial of service attacks. These rules are
not critical for the external network or the DMZ because if
an attack of this type occurs, we will know it right away.
However, it is very useful in the internal network.
Searches for types of standard distributed denial of
service attacks.

2

7

They look for some typical attacks against DNS servers. If
you do not have a proper DNS server, they must be
deactivated.

4

10

Allows detection of attacks on our FTP servers. It is
recommended to activate the rule to detect if someone
installs an illegal FTP server on the network.

2

4

icmp

Registers the use of ICMP messages (for example, pings,
port scanning). They often produce false positives, we can
disable the entire class unless we want to be aware of the
ICMP traffic in our network.

3

8

pop3

Detects attacks on incoming mail servers.

2

4

rpc

This class controls remote procedure call (RPC) alerts. It
is important to enable this event since Windows systems
depend a lot on this service and there are many attacks
directed to the RPC module.

2

4

scan

Detects any attempt to scan ports on the network.

4

7

smtp

Contains events for the use of the mail server on the LAN.
This section will need some adjustment since many
normal mail server activities will activate their own security
rules.

2

4

sql

Allows detection of generic attacks on SQL database
servers.

2

3

telnet

Registers the use of Telnet in the network. We
recommend the activation of the rule since telnet can be
used to connect to routers or other devices.

4

5

TFTP is a lite version of the FTP server. It is highly
recommended to activate this rule because many Trojans
use TFTP to send data from the internal network to the
outside.

2

4

dns
dos
ftp

icmp-info

tftp
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web-attacks
web-cgi
web-client
web-coldfusion
web-frontpage

All these categories refer to various types of suspicious
web activity. Some are generic, such as web-attacks
category. Others, such as web-iis and web-frontpage, are
specific to a certain platform. However, although we
believe that we are not running a Microsoft or PHP web
server, it is better to enable all of them to discover any
such activity in our network.

4

6

web-iis webphp
webphp

3.2.2.2

Events examples

NIDS can monitor hundreds of events and the number of rules designed to detect them is too big to be
presented here. We are going to highlight some representative rules samples included by NIDS within CIPSEC
framework and described previously on this section:
DNS events
alert udp $HOME_NET any -> $EXTERNAL_NET 53 (msg:"ET DNS Query for Suspicious .noip.cn Domain";
content:"|01 00 00 01 00 00 00 00 00 00|"; depth:10; offset:2; content:"|03|noip|02|cn|00|";
fast_pattern; nocase; distance:0; classtype:bad-unknown; sid:2013970; rev:1; metadata:created_at
2011_11_28, updated_at 2011_11_28;)

Query an unusual external DNS server from the internal network.
DoS events
alert udp $HOME_NET 53 -> any any (msg:"ET DOS DNS Amplification Attack Outbound"; content:"|01 00
00 01 00 00 00 00 00 01|"; depth:10; offset:2; pcre:"/^[^\x00]+?\x00/R"; content:"|00 ff 00 01 00
00 29|"; within:7; fast_pattern; byte_test:2,>,4095,0,relative; threshold: type limit, track
by_src, seconds 60, count 1; classtype:bad-unknown; sid:2016017; rev:7; metadata:created_at
2012_12_11, updated_at 2012_12_11;)

DoS attack using a DNS Amplification

17

attack.

Scan events
alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET 5060:5061 (msg:"ET SCAN NMAP SIP Version Detection Script
Activity"; content:"Via|3A| SIP/2.0/TCP nm"; content:"From|3A| <sip|3A|nm@nm"; within:150;
fast_pattern; classtype:attempted-recon; sid:2018318; rev:1; metadata:created_at 2014_03_25,
updated_at 2014_03_25;)

External user performs a Port Scanning using Nmap

18

tool, and it is detected.

3.2.3 GravityZone Antimalware solution
GravityZone Advanced Business Security is an all-in-one security solution that includes protection and unified
security management for workstations and servers. Unlike traditional solutions that patch together previrtualization and pre-cloud Windows applications, Bitdefender GravityZone combines all the security services
an organization needs into a single delivery platform and provides the best combination of protection
and performance.
Table 12 – Gravity Zone Type of Events
Gravity Zone Module Id

Name

17

https://security.radware.com/ddos-knowledge-center/ddospedia/dns-amplification-attack/

18

https://nmap.org/
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[av]
[modules]

Malware detection.
Disable behavioural scanning
module.

[uc]
[aph]
[registration]

Application control / Web
control.
Phishing and fraud detection.
Authentication Audit.

[avc]

Behavioural scanning.

[fw]
[dp]
[sva]
[task-status]

Firewall.
Data protection.
Overloaded security server.
Overloaded security server.

(antivirus) Malware detection event
Feature status events - this means
some product components have
been installed or disabled.
Application Control event or Web
control event.
(antiphishing) Phishing event.
Product registration events - you
should probably ignore these events.
(active virus control) Behavioural
scanning module event.
Firewall event.
Data protection event.
Security server status event.
Task status event - you should
probably ignore these events.

All GravityZone’s events contain the following properties - due to space and redundancy reasons we will not
document them repeatedly in every of the following events:
Table 13 – Common properties of Gravity Zone events
Property

Data type

Description

computer_name

String

Name of the machine as reported by the machine when communicating with
GravityZone.

computer_ip

String

IP of the machine that generated the reported event.

computer_id

String

Identification ID of the machine in the GravityZone’s database.

product_installed

String

Identifier for the installed product. For example, “SCANDINAVIA” identifies a
BDTools installation while “VMWARE” identifies a VShield installation, “EPS”
identifies a physical endpoint installation.

Below we describe the specific fields of each type of event:


Malware detection

A malicious component was detected. The component is either a file, a URL, a cookie, an e-mail, a boot sector,
a registry key or a stream.
Table 14 – Detail of Gravity Zone “Malware detection” event
Property

Data type

Description

malware_type

String

Describes the type of malware as defined by Bitdefender. Possible values
are: "file", "http", "cookie", "pop3", "smtp", "process", "boot", "registry" and
"stream".

malware_name

String

Name of the malware as defined by Bitdefender.

file_path

String

The path of the infected object as reported by the product. The path
references a local file on the machine that reported the event.

final_status

String

Final status for the detected objects. Possible values are: "still present",
"deleted", "blocked", "quarantined", "disinfected", "restored".
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timestamp



Timestamp

Time of the event as reported by the product, already formatted in a string
representation.

Behavioural scanning

A malicious/suspect behaviour was detected by Bitdefender engines.
Table 15 – Detail of Gravity Zone “Behavioural scanning” event
Property

Data type

Description

exploit_type

String

Reported types are application (APP) and exploit (Exploit). Possible values
are: "IDS Blocked APP", "AVC Blocked APP", "AVC Blocked Exploit".

exploit_name

String

Name of the malware as defined by Bitdefender.

exploit_path

String

The path of the object as reported by the product. The path references a local
file on the machine that reported the event.

status

String

Final status for the detected object. Value: "avc_blocked".

last_blocked

Timestamp

Time of the event as reported by the product the last time it happened,
already formatted in a string representation.

count

Integer

Number of occurrences since the last reporting.



Disable behavioural scanning module

The behavioural scanning module has been disabled.
The value for module status can be 1 (enabled) or 0 (disabled).
Table 16 – Detail of Gravity Zone “Disable behavioural scanning module” event
Property

Data type

Description

malware_status

Integer

Anti-malware module.

aph_status

Integer

Anti-phishing module.

firewall_status

Integer

Firewall module.

avc_status

Integer

Active Threat Control module.

ids_status

Integer

Intrusion Detection System module.

uc_web_filtering

Integer

Web Filtering module.

uc_categ_filtering

Integer

Web Categories filtering module

uc_application_status

Integer

Application Control module.

dp_status

Integer

Data Protection module.

module

String

Name of the module
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Phishing and fraud detection

A phishing or fraud URL has been accessed from a protected system.
Table 17 – Detail of Gravity Zone “Phising and Fraud detection” event
Property

Data type

Description

aph_type

String

Indicates if the event is phishing or fraud detection. Possible values:
"phishing", "fraud", "untrust".

url

String

URL that was blocked by the product.

status

String

Final status will always indicate that the access to the URL was
blocked. Value: "aph_blocked".

last_blocked

Timestamp

Time of the event as reported by the product the last time it
happened, already formatted in a string representation.

count

Integer

Number of occurrences since the last reporting.



Firewall

Two types of events will be logged. One reporting blocked traffic and the other reporting port scan being
blocked.
Table 18 – Detail of Gravity Zone “Firewall (Blocked Traffic)” event
Property
local_port

Data type

Description

String

The local port on which the traffic was attempted before being blocked.

protocol_id

String

Protocol identifier as defined by http://www.iana.org/assignments/protocolnumbers/protocol-numbers.xml

application_path

String

Path to the image file for the process that was just blocked from doing any
traffic on the reported port and protocol.

status

String

Status will always reflect the traffic being blocked. Value: "traffic_blocked".

last_blocked

Timestamp

Time of the event as reported by the product the last time it happened,
already formatted in a string representation.

count

Integer

Number of occurrences since the last reporting.

Table 19 - Detail of Gravity Zone “Firewall (port scan being blocked)” event
Property

Data type

Description

source_ip

String

The source IP from where the port scan originated.

protocol_id

String

Protocol identifier as defined by http://www.iana.org/assignments/protocolnumbers/protocol-numbers.xml.
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status

String

Status will always reflect the port scan being blocked. Value:
"portscan_blocked".

last_blocked

Timestamp

Time of the event as reported by the product the last time it happened,
already formatted in a string representation.

count

Integer

Number of occurrences since the last reporting.



Application control

An application was violating the security policies and has been blocked.
Table 20 - Detail of Gravity Zone “Application Control” event
Property

Data type

Description

uc_type

String

Value: "application". Indicates that this event was logged by the
application control.

application_path

String

Path to the image file of the application that was not allowed to run.

status

String

Value: "uc_application_blocked". Indicates that the application was not
allowed to run.

last_blocked

Timestamp

Time of the event as reported by the product the last time it happened,
already formatted in a string representation.

count

Integer

Number of occurrences since the last reporting.



Web control

A protected system attempted to access an unsafe URL.
Table 21 - Detail of Gravity Zone “Web Control” event
Property

Data type

Description

uc_type

String

Value: "http". Indicates that this event was logged by the web access
control.

url

String

Indicates the URL which was blocked.

block_type

String

Indicates the reason why access to the reported URL was blocked.
Supported values: "http_timelimiter" (web access was denied due to
scheduled
settings),
"http_blacklist"
(URL
was
blacklisted),
"http_categories" (URL was blocked due to categories-based scanning).

status

String

Value: "uc_site_blocked". Indicates that the http traffic was blocked.

categories

String

When the URL was blocked due to categories-based scanning, this field
will contain the matched categories. Possible values are : "WebProxy",
"Games", "Tabloids", "Hate", "Gambling", "Drugs", "Illegal", "Shopping",
"OnlinePay",
"Video",
"SocialNetwork",
"OnlineDating",
"IM",
"SearchEngines",
"RegionalTLDS",
"News",
"Pornography",
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"MatureContent", "Blog", "FileSharing", "Narcotics", "VideoOnline",
"Religious", "Suicide", "Health", "ViolentCartoons", "Weapons", "Hacking",
"Scams",
"CasualGames",
"OnlineGames",
"ComputerGames",
"PhotosOnline"
last_blocked

Timestamp

Time of the event as reported by the product the last time it happened,
already formatted in a string representation.

count

Integer

Number of occurrences since the last reporting.



Data protection

A protected system attempted to exfiltrate some data considered sensitive.
Table 22 - Detail of Gravity Zone “Data Protection” event
Property

Data type

Description

target_type

String

Supported values: "http" (the event was generated due a rule matching
http traffic) and "mail" (the event was generated due to a rule matching
mail traffic).

blocking_rule_name

String

Name of the rule that blocked traffic.

url

String

When the value for target_type is "http": the URL that was blocked.
When the value for target_type is "mail": subject of the email that was
blocked.

status

String

Value: "data_protection_blocked".

last_blocked

Timestamp

Time of the event as reported by the product the last time it happened,
already formatted in a string representation.

count

Integer

Number of occurrences since the last reporting.



Authentication Audit

A user has logged in into the Control Centre.
Table 23 - Detail of Gravity Zone “Authentication Audit” event
Property

Data type

Description

platform

String

OS System.

browser

String

The name of browser that was used for login.

browser_version

String

The version of the browser.

ip

String

The ip of the station used for login.

date

Timestamp

The date when login occurred.
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Overloaded security server

The security server is overloaded.
Table 24 - Detail of Gravity Zone “Overloaded security server” event
Property

Data type

Description

loadAverage

Integer

Average load of security server.

cpuUsage

Integer

CPU usage of security server.

memoryUsage

Integer

Memory usage of security server.

networkUsage

Integer

Network usage of security server.

overallUsage

Integer

Overall usage of security server.

module

String

The module that reports this kind of event.

3.2.3.1

Events severity

Table 25 – Gravity Zone events severity
Event Name

Priority

Reliability

A malware sample was detected and blocked. Usually
this type of event occurs before the malware gets the
chance to run.

5

10

Malware-related behaviour was detected. The malware
is blocked by Bitdefender but some malicious actions
already occurred.

5

7

Disable behavioural
scanning module

The behavioural scanning module has been disabled. If
the system administrator requested this action, the
event can be ignored. Otherwise, there may be an
ongoing attack.

4

10

Phishing and fraud
detection

The user accessed a phishing or fraud URL. The page
has been blocked.

4

10

Firewall

A firewall event occurred.

4

7

Application control

An application that is forbidden by the current security
policy is being used.

4

10

Web control

A web page forbidden by the current security policy is
being accessed.

4

10

Data protection

Some data considered private is being exfiltrated.

4

6

Authentication audit

An administrator has logged into GravityZone Control
Center. This is normal activity and it is logged for audit
purposes.

2

10

Malware detection

Behavioural scanning

Description
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Overloaded security
server

3.2.3.2

The server hosting the GravityZone Control Center is
overloaded.

3

9

Events examples

Malware detection
{"computer_name":"DEMO-W7-11","computer_ip"
:"192.168.5.137","computer_id":"532806300678598e738b4571","product_installed":"EPS",
"malware_type":"file", "malware_name":"BAT.Trojan.FormatC.Z",
"file_path":"C:\\Users\\username\\Desktop\\New Text Document.txt","final_status":"quarantined","
timestamp":"2015-03-15T21:04:49.000Z","module":"av"}

The file "C:\\Users\\username\\Desktop\\New Text Document.txt" from the computer "DEMO-W7-11" (ip
192.168.5.137) was flagged as malware. The detection name is "BAT.Trojan.FormatC.Z". The file was blocked
and quarantined.
Behavioural scanning
{"computer_name":"DEMO_W7_31","computer_ip":"192.168.5.7","computer_id":"532806300678598e738b457e",
"product_installed":"EPS","exploit_type":"AVC Blocked Exploit",
"exploit_path":"C:\\Users\\username.DEMOLAB\\Desktop\\avcsim_v2\\avcsim\\avcsim\\win32\\avcsim32.ex
e", "status":"avc_blocked","last_blocked":"2015-03-15T21:13:03.000Z","count":1,"module":"avc"}

The file "C:\\Users\\username.DEMOLAB\\Desktop\\avcsim_v2\\avcsim\\avcsim\\win32\\avcsim32.exe" from the
computer "DEMO_W7_31" (ip 192.168.5.7) was blocked by the behavioural scanning module. This means that
the program was running and was exhibiting malicious behaviour.
Disable behavioural scanning module
{"computer_name":"DEMO-W7-11","computer_ip":"192.168.5.137","computer_id":"53280630067
8598e738b4571", "product_installed":"EPS","malware_status":1, "aph_status":1, "firewall_status":1,
"avc_status":0, "ids_status":0,"uc
_web_filtering":0,"uc_categ_filtering":0,"uc_application_status":0,"dp_status":0,"module":"modules"
}

The behavioural scanning module was disabled for the computer "DEMO-W7-11" (ip 192.168.5.137). The
computer has EPS (EndPoint Security) installed, and the following modules are either enabled (status 1) or
disabled (status 0):
- aph: antiphising
- firewall
- avc: active virus control - behavioral scanning
- ids: intrusion detection system
- uc_*: user control
- dp: data protection
Phishing and fraud detection
{"computer_name":"DEMO-W7-11","computer_ip":"192.168.1.6",
"computer_id":"532806300678598e738b4571", "product_installed":"EPS","aph_type":"phishing",
"url":"http:\/\/www.programa10.com\/plugins\/editors\/tinymce\/jscripts\/tiny_mce\/themes\/simple\/
images\/\/3247164f529bd895ed5dfae4b17630d7\/Confirm.php","status":"aph_blocked","last_blocked":"2015-0315T21:50:15.000Z","count":2,"module":"aph"}

A user from the computer "DEMO-W7-11" (ip 192.168.1.6) tried to connect to the phishing url
"http://www.programa10.com/plugins/editors/tinymce/jscripts/tiny_mce/themes/simple/images//3247164f529bd895ed5dfae4b17630d7/Confirm.php". The url was blocked.
Firewall
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{"computer_name":"DEMO-W7-11", "computer_ip":"192.168.5.137",
"computer_id":"532806300678598e738b4571", "product_installed":"EPS", "status":"traffic_blocked",
"local_port":"55045", "protocol_id":"6","application_path":"c:\\program
files\\teamviewer\\version9\\teamviewer_service.exe","last_blocked":"2015-0315T21:35:54.000Z","count":1,"module":"fw"}

The application "c:\\program files\\teamviewer\\version9\\teamviewer_service.exe"from the computer "DEMOW7-11" (ip 192.168.5.137) was trying to open an outside connection and was blocked.
Application control
{"computer_name":"DEMO-W7-11", "computer_ip":"192.168.5.137",
"computer_id":"532806300678598e738b4571", "product_installed":"EPS", "uc_type":"application",
"application_path":"C:\\Program Files\\Google\\Chrome\\Application\\chrome.exe",
"status":"uc_application_blocked", "last_blocked":"2015-03-15T21:23:33.000Z", "count":3,
"module":"uc"}

The application "C:\\Program Files\\Google\\Chrome\\Application\\chrome.exe" was blocked on the computer
"DEMO-W7-11" (ip 192.168.5.137) because it does not comply to the current security policy.
Web control
{"computer_name":"DEMO-W7-11", "computer_ip":"192.168.1.6",
"computer_id":"532806300678598e738b4571", "product_installed":"EPS", "uc_type":"http",
"url":"http:\/\/www.gstatic.com\/chrome\/profile_avatars\/NothingToDownload","block_type":"http_tim
elimiter", "categories":"", "status":"uc_site_blocked", "last_blocked":"2015-03-15T22:10:58.000Z",
"count":1, "module":"uc"}

A user from the computer "DEMO-W7-11" (ip 192.168.1.6) tried to connect
"http://www.gstatic.com/chrome/profile_avatars/NothingToDownload". The url was blocked.

to

the

url

Data protection
{"computer_name":"DEMO-W7-11", "computer_ip":"192.168.1.6",
"computer_id":"532806300678598e738b4571", "product_installed":"EPS", "target_type":"http",
"blocking_rule_name":"test","url":"http:\/\/www.numarcertificat.com\/telefon0765448162.php","status":"data_protection_blocked","last_blocked":"2015-0315T21:53:50.000Z","count":1,"module":"dp"}

A data protection ruled named "test" was triggered because the machine "DEMO-W7-11" (ip 192.168.1.6) tried
to send some private data (in this case a phone number) by accessing the url
"http://www.numarcertificat.com/telefon-0765448162.php"
Authentication audit
{"name":"Authentication audit","created":"2016-02-11T14:27:44+00:00", "company_name":"root",
"user_name":"userNou", "platform":"Windows", "browser":"Chrome", "browser_version":"47.0.2526.73",
"ip":"192.168.0.209", "date":"11 Feb 2016, 14:27:41 +00:00"}

The user "userNou" logged in to the Control Center from the ip 192.168.0.209 using the Chrome browser on a
Windows machine.
Overloaded security server
{"loadAverage":10, "cpuUsage":5, "memoryUsage":70, "networkUsage":50, "overallUsage":97,
"module":"svaload", "computer_name":"SVA", "computer_ip":"10.10.100.167",
"computer_id":"5587befab1a43dee368b4568", "product_installed":"SVA"}

The security server with ip 10.10.100.167 is overloaded. The CPU usage is at 5%, the memory usage at 70%,
the network usage at 50%, the overall usage being 97%.

3.2.4 Identity Access - Secocard
Empelor’s Secocard is a generic single microcontroller programmable, security-oriented board. Secocard
contains a cortex M microcontroller, a WiFi module, a Bluetooth module, a contactless NFC reader, a contact
smart card reader, an audio codec subsystem and an internal SAM (Secure Access Module). With the addition
of a display with touch capabilities, an appropriate housing, a matched NFC antenna and a rechargeable
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lithium battery, Secocard becomes a generic programmable device that can be used for several securityoriented applications. In addition, the device is equipped with a battery gauge and a micro SD card.
Specifically, in the CIPSEC architecture, Empelor’s Secocard is operating as an advanced smart card reader.
Secocard as a smart card reader is being used to provide a two-factor authentication to critical infrastructure
hosts offering increased security. Apart from the wired USB connection to the host, Secocard is also connected
through Wi-Fi to the XL-SIEM monitoring system. The device is able to deliver short messages about the
device’s status. In particular interoperability with the XL-SIEM monitoring system is achieved by messages in
syslog format that originate from Secocard, are sent through Wi-Fi and are collected by the XL-SIEM. The
messages, which contain several fields and human readable information, are delivered through the user
datagram protocol in a syslog compatible format. The process is event-driven meaning that an event is
generated when there is a status change.
The events can be categorized in three broad categories:


Smart card events: Events in this category are generated when a card is presented to the reader, when
a card is removed, is unreadable or unsupported.



User events: Events in this category are generated when there is interaction with the card pin. Valid
events in this category are timeout when entering the pin, a smaller than expected pin entry, pin
change etc.



Device Events: These are events that are generated when there is a change in the device
configuration such as when the device is disconnected from the host or connected again to host. A
special keep-alive event is an event that will be sent regularly to the XL-SIEM monitoring system to
verify that the device is operational and connected to the Wi-Fi. The exact interval of the keep alive
event is under consideration.

As mentioned in the introduction the messages exchanged with the XL-SIEM monitoring system contain
human-readable information in one of the fields providing an explanation of the reason that the message was
sent. The following table contains the human-readable information along with a further explanation where
necessary.

Table 26 - Secocard human readable event message
Event Category

Smart Card Events

Human readable event message

Comments

"The card has been presented to reader."

A smart card has been detected by
the reader.

"The card has been removed from reader."

The smart card that had been
presented to the reader, has now
been removed.

"The card is unreadable."

A card has been presented to the
reader, however it is not possible
to read it.

“The card is not supported”

This is a message that will not
appear in general but may be
needed in future implementations.

“A smaller than expected pin has been
entered."

A valid pin must be four characters
long. If a smaller pin is entered
either while modifying pin or while
verifying it this message will be
sent.

"A timeout has occurred while waiting for the
pin."

The pin was not entered during the
waiting
period
either
during

User Events
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modification or during verification.
"A valid pin has been entered."

This is self-explanatory.

"An invalid pin has been entered."

This is self-explanatory.

"The user cancelled pin process."

The pin pad has been shown to the
user, but the user decides to
cancel the pin entry process.

"Pin process failed to be achieved."

This is a generic error showing that
an error occurred while executing
“verify pin” or “modify pin”
command in the card.

"The pin has been changed successfully."

When the pin is modified
successfully this is the message
that will be sent back to XL-SIEM.

"The pin failed to be changed."

The pin was not modified. This is
an error message sent back to XLSIEM when there is a pin mismatch
(e.g. the old pin was not entered
correctly).

"Maximum successive number of pin entries
was reached and card was blocked."

The card has reached the
maximum number of pin entries
and therefore the card is now
blocked.

"Device has been disconnected from host."

There is no USB connection to the
host.

"Device has been connected to host."

The device has established a USB
connection with the host.

"Device is alive and connected to Wi-Fi."

As explained this is an event that
will be frequently sent to the XLSIEM as a verification that the
device is operational.

Device Events

3.2.4.1

Events severity

Table 27 - Secocard events severity
Event Name

Description

Priority

Reliability

Card Presented

A contact or contactless smart card has been detected by
the reader.

1

0

Card Removed

A previously detected smart card has been removed from
the reader.

1

0

Card Unreadable

A smart card has been detected but no valid exchange of
information between the reader and the card is possible.

2

5
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Card Unsupported

A card has been detected and a valid response has been
received. However, the card is not supported by the
reader.

2

5

Pin Small

The number of pin digits entered are less than the
expected number.

3

6

Pin Timeout

The user delayed significantly while entering the pin.

3

6

Pin Valid

The comparison between the pin entered and the one
that is stored on the card matches.

1

1

Pin Invalid

The comparison between the pin entered and the one
that is stored on the card does not match.

3

7

Pin Cancelled

The user decided to stop the pin entry process before
entering a valid pin.

3

7

Pin Failed

This is an error generated by the reader if there is a
problem with specific command execution on the card.

3

7

Pin Changed

The user changed the old pin by entering a new one.

1

1

Pin Unchanged

There was an attempt to change the pin, but an error
occurred, and the pin was not modified.

3

7

Blocked

The number of successive pin entries has blocked the
card

5

10

Device Disconnected

The USB cable that connects Secocard to the host has
been removed or the host has been shut down.

5

10

Device Connected

The USB cable has been plugged in to a host or the host
has been powered up.

5

10

Device Alive

Secocard is up and running.

1

1

3.2.4.2

Events examples

The log shown below is a set of all messages described in the previous subsection as shown in the
/var/log/syslog file of Empelor’s server. The event represented in each log is meaningful by itself, thanks to
human-readable message field. The format of the messages is the same for all messages and is selfexplanatory. The first field is the date and time of the server and the second field is the domain name of the ip
address from which the message originated. The ip address of the device is reported next. The SECOCARD
string indicates the device. A unique id for the device follows. The next field is a counter increasing by one for
every message that is sent by the device since the last reboot. Next, the date and time of the device are
reported. Finally, a human-readable message indicates the event.


Card presented

Jan 26 17:14:49 adsl-251.37.6.0.tellas.gr
192.168.1.106
26T19:14:49Z The card has been presented to reader.



SECOCARD

070FFADEB606

1

2018-01-

SECOCARD

070FFADEB606

2

2018-01-

Card removed

Jan 26 17:14:50 adsl-251.37.6.0.tellas.gr
192.168.1.106
26T19:14:50Z The card has been removed from reader.
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Card Unreadable

Jan 26 17:14:51 adsl-251.37.6.0.tellas.gr
26T19:14:51Z The card is unreadable.

192.168.1.106

SECOCARD

070FFADEB606

3

2018-01-

192.168.1.106

SECOCARD

070FFADEB606

4

2018-01-

Jan 26 17:14:53 adsl-251.37.6.0.tellas.gr
192.168.1.106
26T19:14:53Z A smaller pin than expected has been entered.

SECOCARD

070FFADEB606

5

2018-01-

SECOCARD

070FFADEB606

6

2018-01-

192.168.1.106

SECOCARD

070FFADEB606

7

2018-01-

192.168.1.106

SECOCARD

070FFADEB606

8

2018-01-

Jan 26 17:14:57 adsl-251.37.6.0.tellas.gr
192.168.1.106
26T19:14:57Z The user cancelled the pin process.

SECOCARD

070FFADEB606

9

2018-01-



Card Unsupported

Jan 26 17:14:52 adsl-251.37.6.0.tellas.gr
26T19:14:52Z The card is not supported.





Pin Small

Pin Timeout

Jan 26 17:14:54 adsl-251.37.6.0.tellas.gr
192.168.1.106
26T19:14:54Z A timeout has occured while waiting for the pin.



Pin Valid

Jan 26 17:14:55 adsl-251.37.6.0.tellas.gr
26T19:14:55Z A valid pin has been entered.



Pin Invalid

Jan 26 17:14:56 adsl-251.37.6.0.tellas.gr
26T19:14:56Z An invalid pin has been entered.





Pin Cancelled

Pin Failed

Jan 26 17:14:58 adsl-251.37.6.0.tellas.gr
192.168.1.106
26T19:14:58Z Pin process failed to be achieved.

SECOCARD

070FFADEB606

10

2018-01-

SECOCARD

070FFADEB606

11

2018-01-

SECOCARD

070FFADEB606

12

2018-01-

Jan 26 17:15:01 adsl-251.37.6.0.tellas.gr 192.168.1.106 SECOCARD 070FFADEB606 13
26T19:15:01Z Maximum successive number of pin entries was reached and card was blocked.

2018-01-



Pin changed

Jan 26 17:14:59 adsl-251.37.6.0.tellas.gr
192.168.1.106
26T19:14:59Z The pin has been changed successfully.



Pin Unchanged

Jan 26 17:15:00 adsl-251.37.6.0.tellas.gr
26T19:15:00Z The pin failed to be changed.





192.168.1.106

Blocked

Device Disconnected

Jan 26 17:15:02 adsl-251.37.6.0.tellas.gr
192.168.1.106
26T19:15:02Z Device has been disconnected from host.



070FFADEB606

14

2018-01-

SECOCARD

070FFADEB606

15

2018-01-

SECOCARD

070FFADEB606

16

2018-01-

Device Connected

Jan 26 17:15:03 adsl-251.37.6.0.tellas.gr
192.168.1.106
26T19:15:03Z Device has been connected to host.



SECOCARD

Device Alive

Jan 26 17:15:04 adsl-251.37.6.0.tellas.gr
192.168.1.106
26T19:15:04Z Device is alive and connected to Wi-Fi.
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3.2.5 Honeypots
FORTH’s hybrid honeypot solution is based on low and medium interaction honeypot services. Honeypots are
valuable tools for detecting and analysing malicious activity on the Internet. Honeypot solutions can be
configured to use service emulators in order to detect DDoS attacks on databases services or against
communication/transfer and SCADA specific protocols. Currently, FORTH’s solution is using the Dionaea,
19
Kippo, Conpot honeypot as well as a custom DDoS honeypot based on the detection of amplification attacks.
The solutions, proposed by FORTH, are able to detect and notify the security system administration about three
main events that can compromise the security of a CI. Firstly, the low interaction honeypot, with its emulation
capabilities, is able to detect attack attempts against known vulnerabilities that may exist to the IT or OT
system. This way, it prevents key elements within the CI to be compromised. The DDoS honeypot can detect
amplification-based attacks that are mounted using the existing IT or OT system of a CI and can cause a
severe system failure to parts or even the whole information/ operation system of the CI. Finally, an augmenting
number of attacks and threats has been reported the past years against SCADA control systems. Those
systems are crucial for the proper operation of a CI. Conpot, the latest addition to our honeypot solution, is able
to detect attack attempts against SCADA systems and report them back to the security administrator. Finally, in
order to be able to detect brute force entry attempts against the SSH service that is used in almost all IT
system, we use Kippo a SSH honeypot.
In more details, Dionaea is a low interaction malware-capturing honeypot initially developed under The
Honeynet Project’s 2009 Google Summer of Code (GSoC). Dionaea’s main goal is to trap malware exploiting
vulnerabilities exposed by services offered over a network and ultimately obtain a copy of the malware. Kippo is
a medium interaction SSH honeypot written in Python. Kippo is used to log brute force attacks and the entire
shell interaction performed by an attacker. Conpot is an ICS/SCADA specific honeypot that can emulate a
number of well-known industrial server-side control protocols. Conpot is capable of emulating complex
industrial infrastructures’ control systems. Our DDoS honeypot is based on the ideas proposed in the talk
20
entitled “AmpPot: Monitoring and Defending Against Amplification DDoS Attacks” presented in RAID 2015. It
can detect amplification DDoS attacks and report the events to the central control system like XL-SIEM.
Our solution runs all the aforementioned tools and generates events that can be sent through syslog to security
information and event management (SIEM) systems like ATOS’ XL-SIEM. Moreover, all tools included in our
honeypot solution are able to store their findings in separated databases. These databases can be used for
statistical and visualization purposes or for further investigation by a security analyst.
To achieve the event logs integration, each tool is able to communicate through syslog, reporting the events to
a syslog server over UDP at port 514.
As FORTH’s honeypot solution is comprised of different honeypot tools covering a large range of services,
events from each honeypot need to be presented.

DIONAEA low-interaction honeypot
The events produced by Dionaea honeypot can be described in the form of a context-free grammar as follows:
Table 28 - Dionaea Events´ Context-Free Grammar
Dionaea Events´ Context-Free Grammar
TIMESTAMP -> HH:MM:SS
DAY -> [1-31]
MONTH -> 'Jan' | 'Feb' | 'Mar' | 'Apr' | 'May' | 'Jun' | 'Jul' | 'Aug' | 'Sep' | 'Oct' | 'Nov' | 'Dec'
DATE -> MONTH DAY TIMESTAMP

19

CONPOT ICS/SCADA Honeypot, http://conpot.org/

20

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-319-26362-5_28
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HEAD -> DATE SENSOR_IP "dionaea-syslog"
rem_host ->'Χ.Χ.Χ.Χ' #IP address of the remote host
rem_port-> [0-65535] #Port number of the remote connection
rem_hostname->'hostname_of_the_remote_machine'
local_host-> 'Χ.Χ.Χ.Χ' #IP address of the remote host
local_port->[0-65535] #Port number of the local server
transport -> 'tcp', udp', 'tls'
con_proto -> 'SipSession', 'mssqld', 'mirrorc', 'nfqmirrord', 'httpd', 'epmapper', 'SipCall', 'RtpUdpStream',
'mirrord', 'ftpdatalisten', 'TftpServerHandler', 'smbd', 'mysqld', 'pcap', 'ftpd'
CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_1 -> rem_host, rem_port
CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_2 -> rem_host, rem_port, rem_hostname, local_host, local_port, transport,
con_proto
CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_3 -> local_host, profile
CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_4 -> rem_host, local_host, url
CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_5 -> rem_host, local_host, url, md5
CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_6 -> local_host, bindshell://
CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_7 -> local_host, connectbackshell://
CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_8 -> vuln, local_host, uuid
MESSAGE ->

'listen connection on' CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_1

'connect connection to'

CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_2

'udp datagram to' CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_2

|

|

|

'accepted connection from' CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_2
'reject connection from'

CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_2

|
|

'pending connection from' CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_2
'free connection' CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_2

|

'emu profile' CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_3

|

'download offered' CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_4
'download completed'

|

CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_5

'shell listen' CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_6
'shell connect' CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_7

|

|

|
|

'dcerpc_request' CONNECTION_PARAMETERS_8
SYSLOG -> HEAD MESSAGE #final message transmitted to syslog
The following table provides more information about event properties that may not be clear to the reader. The
property “transport” refers to the transport level protocol that is used. Property “con_proto” refers to the
application level protocol that is used. MESSAGE refers to the various events that are reported by Dionaea
honeypot and based on the MESSAGE we can determine the attack type / severity.
Table 29 – Dionaea Honeypot’s events properties
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Property

value

Description

transport

'tcp'

TCP transport protocol.

transport

'udp'

UDP transport protocol.

transport

'tls'

TLS transport protocol.

con_proto

'epmapper'

Windows RPC endpoint mapper (port: 135).

con_proto

'ftpd'

FTP server (port: 21).

con_proto

'ftpdatalisten'

FTP data transfer (port: any).

con_proto

'httpd'

HTTP web server (port: 80, 8080).

con_proto

'mirrord'

Windows Internet Naming Service (WINS) (port: 42).

con_proto

'mirrorc'

Windows Internet Naming Service (WINS) communication channels
(port: any).

con_proto

'mssqld'

Microsoft SQL server (port: 1433).

con_proto

'mysqld'

MySQL Database Server (port: 3306).

con_proto

'nfqmirrord'

Replies with the attacker's request when the service and port is
unknown to Dionaea (port: any).

con_proto

'pcap'

Packet rejection.

con_proto

'RtpUdpStream'

Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP), a network protocol for delivering
audio and video over IP networks used in conjunction with the
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) (port: any).

con_proto

'SipCall' or
'SipSession'

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) (official) - SIP VoIP phones and
providers. Asterisk server, X-ten Lite/Pro, Ooma, Vonage, Apple
iChat,
iTalkBB,
Motorola
Ojo,
OpenWengo,
TalkSwitch,
IConnectHere, Lingo VoIP (ports: 5060-5065).

con_proto

'smdb'

SMB server (port: 445).

con_proto

'TftpServerHandler'

TFTP data transfer (port: any).

MESSAGE

'listen
on'

Listening for connections on a specific port.

MESSAGE

'connect
connection to'

Connected with a remote host using specific transport and application
level protocol that are reported.

MESSAGE

'udp datagram to'

Datagram packet exchange with a remote host.

MESSAGE

'accepted
connection from'

Accepted new connection from a remote host.

MESSAGE

'reject
from'

Rejected a connection from a remote host.

connection

connection
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MESSAGE

'pending
connection from'

Awaiting connection from a remote host. Connection has not yet
completed.

MESSAGE

'free connection'

Closes a connection and release all its memory structures.

MESSAGE

'emu profile'

Collection of various shellcode profiles gathered from Dionaea, based
on libemu.

MESSAGE

'download offered'

A download was offered to be downloaded by the honeypot.

MESSAGE

'download
completed'

The Honeypot has completed downloading a file that was previously
offered.

MESSAGE

'shell listen'

A shell is running and listening.

MESSAGE

'shell connect’

A connect back shell is initiating on a specific address.

MESSAGE

'dcerpc_request'

DCE/RPC request received to be executed within the honeypot.

FORTH DDoS_TOOL Honeypot
The events produced by our DDoS honeypot can be described in the form of a context-free grammar as
follows:
Table 30 – DDoS Tool Event’s context-free grammar.
DoS_TOOL Events’ Context-Free Grammar
TIMESTAMP -> HH:MM:SS.
DAY -> [1-31].
MONTH -> 'Jan' | 'Feb' | 'Mar' | 'Apr' | 'May' | 'Jun' | 'Jul' | 'Aug' | 'Sep' | 'Oct' | 'Nov' | 'Dec'.
DATE -> MONTH DAY TIMESTAMP.
HEAD -> DATE SENSOR_IP "ddos-syslog".
transport -> 'tcp', udp'.
rem_host ->'Χ.Χ.Χ.Χ' #IP address of the remote host.
rem_port-> [0-65535] #Port number of the remote connection.
local_host-> 'Χ.Χ.Χ.Χ' #IP address of the remote host.
local_port->[0-65535] #Port number of the local server.
con_proto -> 'qotd', 'chargen', 'dns', 'ntp', 'netbios', 'snmp', 'ripv1', 'mssql', 'ssdp', 'sip', 'quake'.
CONNECTION_PARAMETERS -> rem_host, rem_port, local_host, local_port, transport, con_proto.
MESSAGE ->

'accepted connection from' CONNECTION_PARAMETERS.

SYSLOG -> HEAD MESSAGE #final message transmitted to syslog.
The following table provides more information about event properties that may not be clear to the reader. The
property “transport” refers to the transport level protocol that is used. Property “con_proto” refers to the
application level protocol that is used.
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Table 31 - Honeypot events properties
Property

value

Description

transport

‘tcp’

TCP transport protocol.

transport

‘udp’

UDP transport protocol.

con_proto

'qotd'

The Quote of the Day (QOTD) service (port 17).

con_proto

‘'chargen'

The Character Generator Protocol (CHARGEN) service (port 19).

con_proto

'dns'

The Domain Name System (DNS) (port 53).

con_proto

'ntp'

Network Time Protocol (NTP) (udp port 123).

con_proto

'netbios'

NetBIOS over TCP/IP (udp port 138).

con_proto

'snmp'

Simple Network Management Protocol service (port 161,162).

con_proto

'ripv1'

Routing Information Protocol(ripv1) (udp port 520).

con_proto

'mssql'

Microsoft SQL Server Protocols (port 1433).

con_proto

'ssdp'

Simple Service Discovery Protocol (port 1900).

con_proto

'sip'

Session Initiation Protocol (tcp or udp port 5060 or 5061).

con_proto

'quake'

Quake network protocol.

MESSAGE

'accepted
connection from'

Accepted a connection from a remote host.

KIPPO SSH honeypot
The events produced by KIPPO SSH honeypot can be described in the form of a context-free grammar as
follows:
Table 32 - KIPPO SSH Honeypot Events’ Context-Free Grammar
KIPPO SSH Honeypot Events’ Context-Free Grammar
TIMESTAMP -> HH:MM:SS.
DAY -> [1-31].
MONTH -> 'Jan' | 'Feb' | 'Mar' | 'Apr' | 'May' | 'Jun' | 'Jul' | 'Aug' | 'Sep' | 'Oct' | 'Nov' | 'Dec'.
DATE -> MONTH DAY TIMESTAMP.
HEAD -> DATE SENSOR_IP "kippo-syslog".
transport -> 'tcp'.
rem_host ->'Χ.Χ.Χ.Χ' #IP address of the remote host.
rem_port-> [0-65535] #Port number of the remote connection.
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local_host-> 'Χ.Χ.Χ.Χ' #IP address of the remote host.
local_port->[0-65535] #Port number of the local server.
con_proto -> 'ssh'.
CONNECTION_PARAMETERS -> rem_host, local_host, local_port, transport, con_proto, session_id.
MESSAGE -> 'accepted connection from' CONNECTION_PARAMETERS.
SYSLOG -> HEAD MESSAGE #final message transmitted to syslog.
KIPPO honeypot is a SSH honeypot so the only transport protocol(transport) that is using is TCP and the
application protocol (con_proto) is SSH. The only message that is produced is ‘accepted connection from’,
which is produced when a connection from a remote host is accepted.
Conpot ICS/SCADA honeypot
There are numerous industrial control system protocols that are in place and used by different industries.
Conpot is able to emulate a large number of them. For the CIPSEC project, we have chosen to emulate
protocols that can be found in the systems used by our pilots. Namely: Modbus, Bacnet, ipmi, snmp and Http.
The events produced by each protocol are depicted below in the form of a context-free grammar. Typically, one
of the emulated protocols per IP as it is not reasonable a device to run a number of different SCADA protocols.
The event reporting is common for all the different protocol as it is depicted in the following context-free
grammar. It reports the new connections/session from remote hosts when new data are received and at the
time of the connection termination. By default, all these connections are considered suspicious as it is not a
real SCADA system but a honeypot emulating the device.
Table 33 - Conpot ICS/SCADA honeypot Events´ Context-Free Grammar
Conpot ICS/SCADA honeypot Events´ Context-Free Grammar
LEVEL->'<134>'
TIME -> HH:MM:SS,MS
DAY
-> [1-31]
MONTH-> [1-12]
YEAR -> [0-9]{4}
DATE

-> YEAR-MONTH-DAY

TIMESTAMP -> DATE TIME
IP -> 'Χ.Χ.Χ.Χ' #IP address of the remote host
PORT-> [0-65535] #Port number of the remote connection
CONNECTION-> IP | IP':'PORT
UUID-> [0-9a-f]{8}-[0-9a-f]{4}-[0-9a-f]{4}-[0-9a-f]{4}-[0-9a-f]{12}
SESSION -> '('UUID')'
HTTP_TYPE -> 'GET' | 'POST' | 'PUT' | 'DELETE'
BACnet:
LEVEL TIMESTAMP 'New bacnet session from' CONNECTION SESSION
LEVEL TIMESTAMP 'New Bacnet connection from ' CONNECTION '. ' SESSION
LEVEL TIMESTAMP 'Bacnet PDU received from ' CONNECTION '. (' APDU_TYPE ')'
LEVEL TIMESTAMP 'Bacnet client disconnected ' CONNECTION '. ' SESSION
modbus:
LEVEL TIMESTAMP 'New Modbus session from ' CONNECTION '. ' SESSION
LEVEL TIMESTAMP 'New Modbus connection from ' CONNECTION '. ' SESSION
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LEVEL TIMESTAMP 'Modbus traffic from ' CONNECTION ':' MODBUS_DATA SESSION
LEVEL TIMESTAMP 'Modbus connection terminated with client ' CONNECTION
ipmi:
LEVEL TIMESTAMP 'New IPMI traffic from(' IP ',' PORT ')'
LEVEL TIMESTAMP 'New IPMI session initialized for client((' IP ',' PORT '))'
LEVEL TIMESTAMP 'IPMI Session closed ' IP
HTTP:
LEVEL TIMESTAMP 'New http session from ' CONNECTION SESSION
LEVEL TIMESTAMP HTTP_VERSION HTTP_TYPE 'request from (' IP ',' PORT ')' HTTP_REQUEST_DATA
UUID
LEVEL TIMESTAMP HTTP_VERSION 'response to' (' IP ',' PORT '):' HTTP_RESPONCE_CODE '.' UUID

3.2.5.1

Events Severity

In order to determine the severity of each produced event, we need to examine the messages reported by each
honeypot tool and add a severity rating to it based on the possible harmful impact that it can cause to an IT
system and consequentially to a Critical Infrastructure.
Table 34 – Honeypots events severity
Honeypot
Module

Dionaea

Value

Description

Priority

Reliability

'listen connection on'.

Listening for connections on a specific
port.

2

10

'connect connection to'.

New connection
remote host.

to/from

3

10

'udp datagram to'.

UDP datagram
remote host.

exchange

3

7

'accepted
from'.

connection

Accepted new
remote host.

connection

3

9

'reject
from'.

connection

Rejected a connection from host.

2

8

'pending
from'.

connection

Awaiting the connection establishment
with a remote host.

2

7

'free connection'.

Frees up the connection and removes
the data from the memory.

3

9

'emu profile'.

Matching a shellcode with libemu.

4

9

'download offered'.

Offered a download to the honeypot by
a remote party.

4

8

'download completed'.

Completed the download previously
offered.

4

9

'shell listen'.

Shell emulation of cmd.exe and by
listening to a specific port and waiting

3

5

a

specific

with

from

the

a
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for the attacker to connect.
'shell connect’.

A connect back shell that can connect
to the attacker and emulate the
commands received by her.

4

9

'dcerpc_request'.

Received a DCE/RPC request after the
exploit was successful.

5

9

DDoS_Tool

'accepted
from'.

connection

The threshold of the amplification attack
has been reached. An amplification
DDoS attack is happening.

5

10

KIPPO

'accepted
from'.

connection

An adversary is trying to brute force the
SSH service and has managed to open
a connection to our honeypot.

5

10

'New bacnet session
from'.

Session established from a remote
party.

5

10

'New
Bacnet
connection from'.

Received new Bacnet connection from
a remote party.

4

8

'Bacnet PDU received
from'

Received data from the remote host.

5

8

'Bacnet
disconnected'.

Client disconnected.

3

8

'New Modbus session
from'.

Session established from a remote
party.

5

10

'New
Modbus
connection from'.

Received new Modbus connection from
a remote party.

5

8

'Modbus traffic from'.

Received Modbus data from the remote
host.

5

7

'Modbus
connection
terminated with client'.

Client disconnected.

3

6

'New IPMI traffic from('
IP ',' PORT ')'.

Received data from the remote host.

5

10

'New IPMI session
initialized for client (' IP
',' PORT ')'.

Session established from a remote
party.

5

8

'IPMI Session closed '.

Client disconnected.

5

6

'New http session from
'.

Session established from a remote
party.

5

10

'request
PORT')'.

Received an HTTP request from the
remote host.

5

8

Honeypot

5

9

SCADA
Honeypot

'response

from

client

('IP','

to'('IP','

responded

to

the

HTTP
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PORT').

3.2.5.2

request.

Events examples

Dionaea Low-Interaction honeypot connection attempt to ftpd Server (port: 21)
Following there is an event log sample that is sent to the syslog reports when is registered an attack attempt
against the emulated FTP service that is running inside the Dionaea honeypot. The connection details of the
remote host are reported.
Dec 21 13:37:04 ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.23.1 dionaea-syslog accepted connection from rem_host=37.106.111.90,
rem_port=52267, local_host=ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.23.1, local_port=21, transport=tcp, con_proto=ftpd

DDoS_TOOL honeypot DDoS attack against DNS service (port: 53)
The following event log that is sent to the syslog reports that the threshold of a DDoS amplification attack was
surpassed, and an event is generated, providing connection details of the remote.
Dec 21 13:37:04 ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.33.41 ddos-syslog accepted connection from rem_host=37.106.111.90,
rem_port=52267, local_host=ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.33.41,local_port=53,transport=udp,con_proto=dns

Kippo SSH honeypot brute force attack (port: 22)
When a connection with a remote host is accepted by the SSH honeypot an event like the following is produced
and sent through syslog. All the connection details are reported, along with a session_id.
Dec 21 13:37:04 ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.33.11 kippo-syslog accepted connection from rem_host=37.106.111.90,l
ocal_host=ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.33.11,local_port=22,transport=tcp,con_proto=ssh,session_id=526d678aa99511e589a3c6
f65397b9d3

CONPOT – SCADA honeypot
Events examples per supported protocol:
1. HTTP
The following log excerpt represents a typical series of events that get generated by our SCADA honeypot. The
log entries depict the initiation of a connection with the HTTP service of the honeypot along with the request
from the remote host and the response of our honeypot.
<134>2018-01-24
fd938b6336eb)

11:35:18,528

New

http

session

from

ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.23.142

(84f92077-3d54-402d-938c-

<134>2018-01-24 11:37:35,748 HTTP/1.1 GET request from ('ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.23.142', 59896): ('/',['Host:
ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.58.100\r\n', 'User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linuxx86_64; rv:57.0) Gecko/20100101
Firefox/57.0\r\n',
'Accept:text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8\r\n','Accept-Language:
en,en-US;q=0.7,el-GR;q=0.3\r\n', 'Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate\r\n', 'DNT: 1\r\n', 'Connection:
keep-alive\r\n', 'Upgrade-Insecure-Requests: 1\r\n'], None). 84f92077-3d54-402d-938c-fd938b6336eb

<134>2018-01-24 11:38:14,345 HTTP/1.1 response to ('ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.23.142', 59896): 302.84f92077-3d54402d-938c-fd938b6336eb

2. Bacnet
Each distinct remote client(attacker) gets a session ID upon the initiation of the connection. This is a sample log
entry for the creation of a new session.
<134>2018-01-24
5baa21e0d0b3)

11:40:12,698

New

bacnet

session

from

ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.23.142

(97ddecc5-aa02-42d8-898f-
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When a new connection is established, after a session has been created, the following log entry is produced
and reported through syslog.
<134>2018-01-24 11:40:50,856 New Bacnet connection from ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.23.142:56514. (97ddecc5-aa02-42d8898f-5baa21e0d0b3)

The following log is produced when a new PDU is received from a remote host. The type of the PDU is
represented in the parenthesis (RejectPDU) for this example
<134>2018-01-24 11:41:15,458 Bacnet PDU received from ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.23.142:56514. (RejectPDU)

When a client is disconnected a log like the following is produced and sent through syslog. It includes the
connection details of the remote host along with the session_id.
<134>2018-01-24 11:42:20,658 Bacnet client disconnected ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.23.142:56514. (97ddecc5-aa02-42d8898f-5baa21e0d0b3)

3. Ipmi
When Conpot receives traffic from a remote host an event log of the following format is produced and sent over
syslog.
<134>2018-01-24 11:43:50,668 New IPMI traffic from ('ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.80.142', 50108)

For every remote client(attacker) a session is initialized, upon the initiation of the connection. This is a sample
log entry for the creation of a new session.
<134>2018-01-24 11:44:40,342 New IPMI session initialized for client (('ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.80.142',
50108))

When a client is disconnected a log like the following is produced and sent through syslog.
<134>2018-01-24 11:45:43,643 IPMI Session closed ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.80.142

4. modbus
Each distinct remote client(attacker) gets a session ID upon the initiation of the connection. This is a sample log
entry for the creation of a new session.
<134>2018-01-24 11:50:20,343 New Modbus session from ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.80.142:35952. (b1eb561c-acf3-42a2ac60-2b180b858700)

Conpot’s Modbus module produces an event in the following format upon receiving traffic from a remote host
and sends it over syslog.
<134>2018-01-24
'slave_id': 0,
2b180b858700)

11:53:23,632 Modbus traffic from ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.80.142: {'function_code': None,
'request': '000100000006000200000001', 'response': ''}(b1eb561c-acf3-42a2-ac60-

5. snmp
When a new snmp session is created, a new session id is generated, and the following log is produced.
<134>2018-01-24
6b9dd315c0eb)

11:55:36,698

New

snmp

session

from

ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.80.142

(8a750bbb-2f97-4e7c-88c7-

The following log excerpt depicts a snmp get request from a remote host.
<134>2018-01-24 11:56:12,242 SNMPv1 Get request from ('ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.80.142', 52162): 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.5.0

The following log excerpt depicts a response to a snmp Get request.
<134>2018-01-24 11:57:26,123 SNMPv1 Get response to ('ΧΧΧ.ΧΧΧ.80.142', 52162): 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.5.0
CP443-1EX40
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3.2.6 Integrity Management - Hardware Security Module
The UoP Hardware Security Module is a security and cryptography dedicated hardware-based trusted device
that is connected through USB to a specific Host. The Host is associated with its HSM through the execution of
an appropriate Host-based software program (Host software component). Message integrity using the HSM is
made by providing a terminal command of the Host software component in the Linux environment. Parameters
to this command are related with the establishment of a secure channel, the Host user
identification/authentication (through user Hostid and password), the serial communication and the files that
may be given as input (for data integrity). The overall message integrity mechanism can be seen in the
following figure, where an integrity report is generated, based on a 5-step approach (Figure 13) for generating a
message security quote and having it verified by a remote HSM enabled entity.

Figure 13. The 5-step-data-integrity-mechanism generation using the HSM

Since the main service that the HSM provides in the CIPSEC architecture is related to message integrity, the
main events that are logged and reported are message integrity failures. In addition to the above events, since
the communication channel between the Host and the HSM is initiated when the Host provides an appropriate
password to unlock the HSM’s functionality, possible failed attempts to authenticate a Host user/administrator
to the HSM are also logged. Such failed attempts indicate that there is a possible dictionary password attack on
the HSM. We can also monitor and log all authentication attempts (even successful ones) which can be useful
for forensics analysis.

Type
The log is saved in text format on the same folder that the Host software component is deployed on the Host
machine. In the same folder apart from the Host software component executable file, the encrypted Host Public
Cryptography Keys also reside. Apart from the local log file, log entries are also stored using the syslog
protocol on the auth.log file. These syslog entries are also being transmitted to the CIPSEC framework and the
anomaly reasoner module for further processing. The syslog characteristics that the Host software component
uses are the following:
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We consider best to formulate each log entry as a JSON message. Every time a logged event occurs, the Host
software component generates an appropriate JSON message and stores it to the appropriate file on the
predefined folder and attaches it to a syslog message.

Format
Each log entry is a JSON message that includes information related to a specific event. The JSON message
has the following format:

Note, that the above format may be expanded in the future by adding more entries like log’s digital signature
(for the log’s integrity).
The description of each field is as follows:
HostId: This log field indicates the id number of the host that is associated with an HSM. It takes 32-bit integer
values. Its HostId must be unique.
HostState: This log field provides characterization of the host’s State and is associated with the HSM.
Typically, an HSM host can function in two states. The administrator state indicates that the Host has full
access to the HSM services including the ability to add other Host entries in the HSM. This state is indicated by
the value: admin. The user state indicates a host who does not have the capability to add new hosts entries in
the HSM. This state is specified using the value: user.
HSMid: This log field indicates the id number of the HSM associated with the Host that produced the log entry.
Timestamp: The time at which the log was generated. In the future, it might be replaced / extended with a
nonce value in order to avoid replay attacked log entries.
Event: This is a JSON array that includes information related to the logged event. This information can be the
following:
Type: an integer number indicating what type of event is been logged. The following types are currently
acceptable as values:
0: A message integrity validation event.
1: A password-based Host to HSM session initiation.
2: HSM availability.
3: Security channel failure.
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failure: an integer number indicating if the occurred event (of the type specified in Type) has failed (failure=1)
or has been concluded normally (failure = 0)
Severity: an integer number indicating how important in terms of security impact is a security event failure. It
can take values from 0 up to 3. 0 means low severity while 3 is the highest severity.
Comments: a string that is meant to provide information related to the event that is been logged

Events Taxonomy
From the above analysis, we have currently identified 4 types of events that are currently been logged by the
Host-HSM software component.
The first event is related to message integrity. A message integrity failure that indicates that the data a host
has received, produced or is about to consume have been manipulated by an unauthorized entity. This is a
typical example of integrity failure. The event is produced and logged after a Host provides a message along
with a message digest or digital signature to the HSM for validation. In the Host software component, we also
log successful message integrity events, when a message integrity value is validated correctly.
The second logged event is a password entry. A password failure can occur when the Host user provides a
password to initiate secure communication with the HSM and identify/authenticate itself. Typically, such
password is combined with a salt value and is fed to a Key Derivation function in order to generate (or
regenerate) a key. This key is used for decrypting the Host’s credential and public keys to be used for Host to
HSM PKI services. When such password is wrong then the overall session establishment operation will fail and
trigger the generation of a relevant event. The failure indicates a possible dictionary attack on the Host
password, a Man-in-the -Middle attack, a possible Denial of Service attack. Password entry success is also
monitored by the Host software component to indicate that the host user is correctly identified / authenticated.
The third event that is logged is related to the capability of the host to actually be connected to the HSM. The
failure of this event can happen when the Host cannot communicate through USB with an associated HSM. It
may indicate a physical attack on the HSM or a possible Denial of Service attack.
The fourth event is associated with the establishment of a secure session between the Host and the HSM
through the USB cable. When a secure communication channel is needed by the host, then an appropriate key
agreement scheme is executed for the Host and the HSM to agree on a common session key (e.g. using
Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman protocol). A failure to establish such a secure channel, indicating that the key
agreement protocol fails at some execution stage (e.g. due to wrong key pairs, or invalid certificates) triggers a
secure channel event. Similarly, when a secure session is established successfully, a successful secure
channel event is issued.

3.2.6.1

Events Severity

Table 35 – HSM events severity
Event Name

Description

Priority

Reliability

Message integrity

Message with an unauthorized data manipulation.

4

10

Password entry

When provided wrong authentication/identification data
by a Host user.

4

6

HSM availability

When the connection between a host and the HSM is
broken.

5

8

Secure channel

When the secure channel establishment produces wrong
results or is not correctly authenticated.

5

10
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3.2.6.2

Events examples

CASE STUDY 1: MESSAGE INTEGRITY VALIDATION
In this case example, a user with HostID = 2 ("HostId": 2) that has administration rights ("HostState":"admin")
submits to the HSM a message (a file or just data in hexadecimal representation) in order to be validate their
integrity. Along with the data the message digest or digital signature is provided. The message and its
diget/digital signature is transmitted to the HSM and is checked. The outcome of this validation is an INVALID
message that triggers a message integrity failure event. The time this failure occurs is recorded in the event
timestamp ("timestamp": 1521074744). The HSM that issues this validation result is also recorded in the event
message (","HSMid": 12345). The actual event is logged in the JSON object field called event where:
Type= 1 (i.e. a message integrity event).
Failure =1 (i.e. a failure has occurred).
Severity = 1 (i.e. critical importance of the event, 2 out of maximum of 3 severity value).
Local Log entry:
{"HostId":
2,
"User":"0",
"HostState":"admin","HSMid":
12345,
"timestamp":
1521074744,
"event":{"type": 1,"failure": 1, "severity": 2}, "comments": " Message Integrity Failure "}

syslog message:
Mar
15
2:45:44 πμ
sifnos CIPSEC_HSM[9980]:
{"HostId":
2,
"HostState":"admin","HSMid": 12345, "timestamp": 1521074744, "event":{"type":
"severity": 2}, "comments": " Message Integrity Failure "}

"User":"0",
1,"failure": 1,

Table 36 – Details of HSM’s “Message Integrity Validation” event
Event Name

Anomalous situation /Attack
detected

Description

Message Integrity Validation

Message tampering attack,
physical assault .

A malicious entity tries to alter the
context of a message and the result is a
different message than the one it’s
supposed to be.
A malicious entity tries to alter the
context of a message or uses a different
PKI credentials than the ones that are
employed in the message tag or digital
signature.

CASE STUDY 2: PASSWORD BASED HOST TO HSM SESSION FAILURE
In this example, a user with HostID = 2 ("HostId": 2) that has administration rights ("HostState":"admin") tried to
log in the HSM in an effort to initiate a secure communication with the HSM board. The password, along with
the HostID, is evaluated by the Host software component and the HSM and it is indicated that the provided
password is not the correct one. This triggers a password failure event. The time at which this failure occurs is
recorded in the event timestamp ("timestamp": 1521066037). The HSM that issues this validation result is also
recorded in the event message (","HSMid": 12345). The actual event is logged in the JSON object field called
event where:
Type= 0 (i.e. a password authentication event).
Failure =1 (i.e. a failure has occurred).
Severity = 1 (i.e. average importance of the event, 1 out of maximum of 3 severity value).
Local Log entry:
{"HostId":
2,
"User":"0",
"HostState":"admin","HSMid":
12345,
"timestamp":
1521066037,
"event":{"type": 0,"failure": 1, "severity": 1}, "comments": " Password Authentication Failure "}
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syslog message:
Mar
15
12:20:37 πμ
sifnos CIPSEC_HSM[5922]:
{"HostId":
2,
"HostState":"admin","HSMid": 12345, "timestamp": 1521066037, "event":{"type":
"severity": 1}, "comments": " Password Authentication Failure "}

"User":"0",
0,"failure": 1,

Table 37 – Details of HSM “Password bases Host to HSM session failure” event
Event name

Anomalous situation /Attack
detected

Description

Session failure

Password Dictionary attack,
unauthorized access.

The event indicates attempts to input
incorrect password. It can mean that an
unauthorized user attempts to access
the HSM but if, performed repeatedly, it
can also indicate a possible dictionary or
brute force attack.

Denial of Service Attack on the
HSM.

When a high number of such password
entry attempts are made in a small
timeframe, they may generate a
communication
problem
to
the
Host/HSM channel, thus signalling a
DoS attack.

CASE STUDY 3: SECURE SESSION ESTABLISHMENT
In this example, a user with HostID = 2 ("HostId": 2) that has administration rights ("HostState":"admin")
requests a secure session establishment between the Host and the HSM. The Host user has also provided a
correct password and has successfully passed password authentication. However, during the key agreement
protocol, some error occurred (protocol specific) that triggers a session establishment event. The time at which
this failure occurs is recorded in the event timestamp ("timestamp": 1521077404). The HSM that issues this
validation result is also recorded in the event message (","HSMid": 40456). The actual event is logged in the
JSON object field called event where:
Type= 2 (i.e. a secure session establishment event).
Failure =1 (i.e. a failure has occurred).
Severity = 3 (i.e. highly critical importance of the event, 3 out of maximum of 3 severity value).
Local Log entry:
{"HostId":
2,
"User":"0",
"HostState":"admin","HSMid":
40456,
"timestamp":
1521077404,
"event":{"type": 2,"failure": 1, "severity": 3}, "comments": " Secure connection establishment
Failure "}

syslog message:
Mar
15
3:30:04 πμ
sifnos CIPSEC_HSM[11063]:
{"HostId":
2,
"HostState":"admin","HSMid": 40456, "timestamp": 1521077404, "event":{"type":
"severity": 3}, "comments": " Secure connection establishment Failure "}

"User":"0",
2,"failure": 1,

Table 38 – Details of HSM “Secure Session Establishment” event
Indicator of Compromise

Anomalous situation /Attack
detected

Description

Secure session establishment

Physical security Attack.

A secure session establishment failure
may indicate a physical attack on the
HSM where an attacker tries to
manipulate the physical communication
channel. Injecting UART rogue data in

Denial of Service Attack.
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the channel may make the key
agreement protocol to fail in order to
force packet resubmissions and DoS
attacks.
Replay attack, Man in the Middle
(MiM) Attacks.

During
key
agreement
protocol
execution
through
channel
data
manipulation or introduction of an
intermediate device between Host and
HSM replay and MiM attacks may be
attempted.

3.2.7 DoSSensing jamming detector
This section describes the communication protocol used by the jammer detector device developed at
Worldsensing. We divide the section into two parts. The first one will describe communication between the
Jammer Detector sensor, Monitoring Server and XL-SIEM while the second will give detailed specification of
the data format of the output of the DoS Sensing solution.
The following diagram (Figure 14) illustrates the interactions among each module and the XL-SIEM syslog:

Figure 14. Interactions between DoSSensing and XL-SIEM
The interaction with the syslog is done via the Monitoring Server. This software generally runs on the cloud but
can also be installed and run on premises if preferred. Next subsection describes in detail the information
exchanged and the interaction.
Jammer detection events
To transmit the detection data, the jammer detection devices send the generated data to a server using a TCP
socket. The data is packetized in JSON messages, with each message being a self-contained unit of
information. This means that there is no need to maintain a context structure for the communication link.
Each jammer detector device will send a message at a set interval of time for each type of possible jammer
type it is configured to detect. The device is currently configured by default to detect 4 types of jammers (four
different algorithms are evaluated in parallel). The reporting interval will depend on the time it takes for the
sensor to analyse a portion (run all four algorithms) of the spectrum but an average estimate would be
approximately 250 milliseconds. This means that the sensor will send 16 detections per second (4 detections
per type of jammer per second) to the Monitoring Server. Within the server, a refinement algorithm will decide if
the detections correspond to an attack or not. These attack detections will be stored in a database and the
corresponding event will be delivered to the XL-SIEM syslog. The different events generated by the Monitoring
Server and transmitted to the XL-SIEM are described below.
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Jammer Detector Sensor Started event: generated whenever the Jammer Detector sensor is started.



Jammer Detector No Attack event: generated periodically (every 5 seconds by default) while the
sensor is working and does not detect an attack.



Jammer Detector Attack Started event: generated at the beginning of the detection of an attack.



Jammer Detector Attack Running event: generated periodically (every second by default) while the
sensor is working and detecting an attack. These events are usually preceded by an Attack Started
event.



Jammer Detector Attack Ended event: generated when an attack ends. This event is preceded by an
Attack Started event and probably several Attack Running events.



Jammer Detector Sensor Stopped event: generated when the Jammer Detector sensor stops
working (sending data to the Monitoring Server)

Format
Each event will be communicated from the Monitoring Server to the XL-SIEM syslog in a JSON format. The
same format is used for all events and next we will explain each field and give examples:
JSON message format
{
"srcIp": [<monitoring_server_ipv4_address:string>],
"nodeId": [<jammerDetectorId:int>],
"type": <jammer_type:string>,
"event": <event_type:string>,
"event_duration": <time_duration:int>,
"freq": <freq:float>,
"jnr": <jnr:float>,
"time": <date:string>
}

srcIp
It is the Monitoring Server machine IP address, which should be unique per installation. This is the backend
that receives detection packets from the sensor and transmits detection events to the XL-SIEM.
nodeId
This is a unique identifier of the Jammer Detection device. The value can be encoded as a 64-bit unsigned
integer.
type
This is a string with the jammer type name for the current message. This can take the following values:
▪ Pulsed.
▪ Wide Band.
▪ Continuous Wave.
▪ LFM Chirp.
▪ None (for non-attack events).
event
This is a string describing the type of event that is being communicated. It can take the following values:
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Sensor Started.
No Attack.
Attack Started.
Attack Running.
Attack Ended.
Sensor Stopped.

event_duration
Duration of the event (in milliseconds). In case of an attack, this value will be 0 for Attack Started event or the
duration of the attack for Attack Running and Attack Ended events. In case of Sensor Started event, it will be 0
and for No Attack and Sensor Stopped, it will be the time that the sensor has been working since it started
(Sensor Started event).
time
The timestamp the current event was generated in a compact format “YYYY-mm-ddTHH:MM:SS.000Z”.
freq
Frequency where the Jammer Detector is currently detecting.
jnr
The signal to noise ratio of the jamming signal emission in case of an attack detected (events Attack
Started/Running/Ended).

3.2.7.1

Events Severity

Table 39 –Details of DoSSensing events
Event name

Anomalous situation /Attack
detected

event = “Attack started”

Jammer Detector Attack Started
or Running events.

The DoSSensing system detected a
jamming signal interferring the wireless
communications. This is communicated
to the XL-SIEM.

Jammer Detector Sensor
Stopped.

The DoSSensing sensor is not sending
data to the Monitoring Server. The
sensor
itself
might
have
been
compromised. This is communicated to
the XL-SIEM.

event =”Sensor stopped”

Description

For each event name which indicates “UD” between parentheses, this means that the event generation is still
Under Development. Priority and reliability will be values between 1 and 10, meaning 1 the lowest and 10 the
greatest.
Table 40 – DoSSensing events severity
Event Name

Sensor
(UD)

Started

No Attack (UD)

Description

Priority

Reliability

Generated whenever the Jammer Detector sensor is
started.

1

10

Generated periodically (every 5 seconds by default)

1

9
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while the sensor is working and does not detect an
attack.

Attack Started

Attack Running

Attack Ended

Sensor
(UD)

3.2.7.2

Stopped

Generated at the beginning of the detection of an
attack. In rare cases, this event could be transmitted
as a false positive detection.

4

8

Generated periodically (every 1 second by default)
while the sensor is working and detecting an attack.
These events are usually preceded by an Attack
Started event. They are more reliable than Attack
Started or Ended events because false positives do
not generally include Attack Running events.

5

9

Generated when an attack ends. This event is
preceded by an Attack Started event and probably
several Attack Running events. In rare cases, this
event could be transmitted as a false negative
detection.

4

8

Generated when the Jammer Detector sensor stops
working (sending data to the Monitoring Server).

3

10

Events examples

Jammer Detector Sensor Started at frequency 2.412GHz
Jan 10 16:08:30 dev-sdrjd-demo [SDRJD][15760]: {"jnr": 0.0, "event_duration": 0, "nodeId": "1",
"srcIp": "162.13.144.202", "time": "2018-01-10T16:08:30.000Z", "event": "Sensor Started", "freq":
"2412000000", "type": "None"}

This message can be found in the logs when the sensor starts running. Next, each field is described in detail:
jnr: 0.0 - as it is not relevant when there is no positive jammer detection.
event_duration: 0 - as the sensor has just started working, this is not relevant.
nodeId: 1 - the identifier of the node generation the message.
srcIp: 162.13.144.202 - the IP address of the Machine running the Monitoring Server that sent the message.
time: 2018-01-10T16:08:30.000Z - the sensor timestamp when the event was generated.
event: Sensor Started - the type of event.
freq: 2412000000 - the frequency monitored by the sensor (in Hz).
type: None - the type of attack (only in case the event is an attack event type).

No attack detected at frequency 2.412GHz
Jan 10 16:08:31 dev-sdrjd-demo [SDRJD][15761]: {"jnr": 0.0, "event_duration": 1000, "nodeId": "1",
"srcIp": "162.13.144.202", "time": "2018-01-10T16:08:31.000Z", "event": "No Attack", "freq":
"2412000000", "type": "None"}
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This message can be found in the logs periodically while the sensor is running, generally periodically every 5
seconds (default). Next, each field is described in detail:
jnr: 0.0 - as it is not relevant when there is no positive jammer detection.
event_duration: 1000 - the number of milliseconds since the sensor started running.
nodeId: 1 - the identifier of the node generation the message.
srcIp: 162.13.144.202 - the IP address of the Machine running the Monitoring Server that sent the message.
time: 2018-01-10T16:08:31.000Z - the sensor timestamp when the event was generated.
event: No Attack - the type of event.
freq: 2412000000 - the frequency monitored by the sensor (in Hz).
type: None - the type of attack (only in case the event is an attack event type).

DoS attack detected on the 2.412GHz wireless band
Jan 10 16:09:30 dev-sdrjd-demo [SDRJD][15860]: {"jnr": 6.0904262162162155, "event_duration": 0,
"nodeId": "1", "srcIp": "162.13.144.202", "time": "2018-01-10T16:09:30.000Z", "event": "Attack
Started", "freq": "2412000000", "type": "Pulsed"}

This message can be found in the logs when an attack is starting. Next, each field is described in detail:
jnr: 6.0904262162162155 - the Jammer to Noise Ratio (power) of the detected jammer.
event_duration: 0 - as the attack has just started, this is not relevant.
nodeId: 1 - the identifier of the node generation the message.
srcIp: 162.13.144.202 - the IP address of the Machine running the Monitoring Server that sent the message.
time: 2018-01-10T16:09:30.000Z - the sensor timestamp when the event was generated.
event: Attack Started - the type of event.
freq: 2412000000 - the frequency monitored by the sensor (in Hz).
type: Pulsed - the type of attack detected.

DoS attack running on the 2.412GHz wireless band
Jan 10 16:09:31 dev-sdrjd-demo [SDRJD][15861]: {"jnr": 6.382205530383054, "event_duration": 1007,
"nodeId": "1", "srcIp": "162.13.144.202", "time": "2018-01-10T16:09:31.000Z", "event": "Attack
Running", "freq": "2412000000", "type": "Pulsed"}

This message can be found in the logs while an attack is taking place, generally periodically every second.
Next, each field is described in detail:
jnr: 6.382205530383054 - the Jammer to Noise Ratio (power) of the detected jammer.
event_duration: 1007 - the number of milliseconds since the attack started.
nodeId: 1 - the identifier of the node generation the message.
srcIp: 162.13.144.202 - the IP address of the Machine running the Monitoring Server that sent the message.
time: 2018-01-10T16:09:31.000Z - the sensor timestamp when the event was generated.
event: Attack Running - the type of event.
freq: 2412000000 - the frequency monitored by the sensor (in Hz).
type: Pulsed - the type of attack detected.

DoS attack ended on the 2.412GHz wireless band
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Jan 10 16:09:46 dev-sdrjd-demo [SDRJD][16861]: {"jnr": 7.266255530383988, "event_duration": 15028,
"nodeId": "1", "srcIp": "162.13.144.202", "time": "2018-01-10T16:09:46.000Z", "event": "Attack
Ended", "freq": "2412000000", "type": "Pulsed"}

This message can be found when an attack ends. Next, each field is described in detail:
jnr: 7.266255530383988 - the Jammer to Noise Ratio (power) of the detected jammer when it ended.
event_duration: 15028 - the number of milliseconds that the attack lasted.
nodeId: 1 - the identifier of the node generation the message.
srcIp: 162.13.144.202 - the IP address of the Machine running the Monitoring Server that sent the message.
time: 2018-01-10T16:09:46.000Z - the sensor timestamp when the event was generated.
event: Attack Ended - the type of event.
freq: 2412000000 - the frequency monitored by the sensor (in Hz).
type: Pulsed - the type of attack detected.

Jammer Detector Sensor Stopped
Jan 10 16:10:30 dev-sdrjd-demo [SDRJD][17861]: {"jnr": 0.0, "event_duration": 120008, "nodeId":
"1", "srcIp": "162.13.144.202", "time": "2018-01-10T16:10:30.000Z", "event": "Sensor Stopped",
"freq": "2412000000", "type": "None"}

This message can be found in the logs when a sensor stopped working (sending data to the Monitoring
Server). Next, each field is described in detail:
jnr: 0.0 - as it is not relevant when there is no positive jammer detection.
event_duration: 120008 - the number of milliseconds since the sensor started running.
nodeId: 1 - the identifier of the node generation the message.
srcIp: 162.13.144.202 - the IP address of the Machine running the Monitoring Server that sent the message.
time: 2018-01-10T16:10:30.000Z - the sensor timestamp when the event was generated.
event: Sensor Stopped - the type of event.
freq: 2412000000 - the frequency monitored by the sensor (in Hz).
type: None - the type of attack (only in case the event is an attack event type).

3.2.8 Cloud based security tool
Managing many virtual machine instances is a complex procedure achieved by the virtualization software. This
vast and complex piece of software is prone to attacks due to vulnerabilities that may exist in its code. A
malicious VM can take advantage of these vulnerabilities to attack the other VMs hosted on the same physical
machine. The second solution FORTH is bringing into the consortium is a cloud-based intrusion detection
system (IDS) based on Single Root I/O Virtualization technology (SR-IOV). The implementation is based on
Snort IDS which was integrated with Xen hypervisor 9. The solution is able to identify possible attacks between
co-located VMs in the Cloud. The amount of traffic exchanged within a machine with many VM instances could
be enormous and at really high speeds. The challenge for the solution is to be able to monitor all the traffic in
real-time and try to identify potential incoming and/or outgoing various attacks like DDoS, exploit and protocol
specific attacks.
The cloud-based security tool uses free and stable components such as the the Basic Analytic and Security
21
22
Engine BASE , Apache MySQL and Barnyard2 in order to monitor all inter- and intra-hypervisor traffic and
21

(https://sourceforge.net/projects/secureideas/).

22

(https://github.com/firnsy/barnyard2).
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display real-time results via a web interface. In CIPSEC we advanced the capabilities of the tool in order to be
able to report the alerts to a local database and to our dashboard, as well as to the report them through syslog
to the XL-SIEM.
23

Our tool is based on a well-known and stable NIDS namely Snort which is able to report a really vast number
of alerts, but for the purposes of CIPSEC, we will use only a small fraction of the ruleset that fits the needs of
the project best. Our main focus is on events that can have a significant impact on the operation of a CI.
The NIDS system we use for our tool is a flavour of Snort with a reduced ruleset. The two main value added
benefits are (i)the fact we use the IDS in order to monitor intra-traffic between the VMs inter-traffic coming from
the outside IT network and (ii) that we only employ a small targeted ruleset for specific attacks, the ones we
consider that would have the most severe consequences to a CI.

3.2.8.1

Events Severity

In next table, we describe the type of detected attacks based on a specific field, namely ‘classtype’, from the
alert event description. We only focus on specific types of high severity events, and the reason is twofold:
Firstly, we wanted to consider only the rules that are more fitting to the CI’s IT and OT needs; Secondly, we
want to achieve high-speed performance and a large snort ruleset would hinder the detection throughput. Thus,
we define a minimal ruleset including only a small number of distinct types of detected events.
Table 41 – Cloud-Based security tool’s events severity
Type

Description

Priority

Reliability

backdoor

They allow detection of backdoors or Trojans in the system.

4

8

ddos

It allows detecting denial of service attacks. These rules do not work
much in the external network or the DMZ because if an attack of this
type occurs we will know it right away. However, it is very useful to
activate it in the internal network. Search for types of standard
distributed denial of service attacks.

5

7

They look for some typical attacks against DNS servers. If you do
not have a proper DNS server, we must deactivate them.

5

10

exploit

They are used to warn of the use of exploit in our network.

5

8

local

By default the configuration file is empty and is used to specify our
own rules and own events if apply.

5

10

rpc

This class controls remote procedure call (RPC) alerts. It is
important to enable this event since Windows systems depend a lot
on this service and there are many attacks directed to the RPC
module.

4

10

Registers the use of various remote services programs, such as
rlogin and rsh. These events in general, are from insecure services,
but if we have to use them, they can be examined with this set of
rules.

3

9

Detects any attempt to scan ports on the network.

4

7

dns
dos

rservices

scan

23

http://www.snort.org.
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shellcode

Detects the suspicious activity of clients that use a terminal. It allows
to detect attacks of memory overflow, exploits, escalation of
privileges, etc.

web-attacks
web-cgi
web-client
web-coldfusion

All these categories refer to various types of suspicious web activity.
Some are generic, such as web-attacks category. Others, such as
web-iis and web-frontpage, are specific to a certain platform.
However, although we believe that we are not running a Microsoft or
PHP web server, it is better to enable all of them to discover any
type of this activity in our network.

5

7

4

6

web-frontpage
web-iis webphp
webphp

3.2.8.2

Events examples

As we discussed in 3.2.8.1 we only used a minimal ruleset for our cloud-based security tool for the needs of
CIPSEC. In this paragraph, we present some representative examples from the various alerts that can be
detected / produced from our tool.

Network Scan events
The following events are triggered when a network scan is taking place in the network. Each log rule is for a
scan on a different network protocols like SIP, TCP or SSH.
alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET 5060:5061 (msg:"ET SCAN NMAP SIP Version Detection Script
Activity"; content:"Via|3A| SIP/2.0/TCP nm"; content:"From|3A| <sip|3A|nm@nm"; within:150;
fast_pattern; classtype:attempted-recon; sid:2018318; rev:1; metadata:created_at 2014_03_25,
updated_at 2014_03_25;)

alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"SCAN SYN FIN"; flow:stateless; flags:SF,12;
reference:arachnids,198; classtype:attempted-recon; sid:624; rev:7;)

alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET 22 (msg:"SCAN SSH Version map attempt";
flow:to_server,established; content:"Version_Mapper"; nocase; classtype:network-scan; sid:1638;
rev:5;)

DoS DNS amplification attack event
It refers to an attempt to create malformed DNS messages to create a DoS amplification attack
alert udp $HOME_NET 53 -> any any (msg:"ET DOS DNS Amplification Attack Outbound"; content:"|01 00
00 01 00 00 00 00 00 01|"; depth:10; offset:2; pcre:"/^[^\x00]+?\x00/R"; content:"|00 ff 00 01 00
00 29|"; within:7; fast_pattern; byte_test:2,>,4095,0,relative; threshold: type limit, track
by_src, seconds 60, count 1; classtype:bad-unknown; sid:2016017; rev:7; metadata:created_at
2012_12_11, updated_at 2012_12_11;)

Win Backdoor
This rule refers to a detected malware-backdoor windows executable that is detected into the inbound or
outbound network traffic of our network.
alert tcp $HOME_NET any -> $EXTERNAL_NET $HTTP_PORTS (msg:"MALWARE-BACKDOOR Win.Backdoor.Boda
Malware Checkin"; flow:to_server,established; content:"macName="; depth:60; http_client_body;
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content:"&macOS="; within:100; http_client_body; content:"&macMac="; within:200; http_client_body;
metadata:policy balanced-ips drop, policy security-ips drop, ruleset community, service http;
classtype:trojan-activity; sid:26842; rev:1;)

Malware backdoor
The following example is used to detect a certain type of windows Trojan Backdoor malware that is known as
ransomlock and renders systems unusable until the ransoms are paid.
alert tcp $HOME_NET any -> $EXTERNAL_NET $HTTP_PORTS (msg:"MALWARE-BACKDOOR Win.Trojan.Ransomlock
runtime detection"; flow:to_server,established; content:"?id="; http_uri; content:"&cmd=img";
within:8; distance:20; http_uri; pcre:"/\?id=[A-Z0-9]{20}&cmd=img/U"; metadata:impact_flag red,
policy balanced-ips drop, policy security-ips drop, service http;
reference:url,www.virustotal.com/file/f9aafe67d4afe9526c1033fbfc861484105be3f09bdef92d911311f96ed05
e4b/analysis; classtype:trojan-activity; sid:24530; rev:1;)
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4 CIPSEC extension methodology
CIPSEC proposes an extension methodology for the CIPSEC framework. In this section, some guidelines to
perform the analysis of the events generated by monitoring, control and security sensors that could be added
on CIPSEC framework in a future will be provided. Our objective is to handle the openness of the framework
with other tools and explain the essential steps to follow. Some templates are offered to steer the extension
methodology.
The methodology would entail the following steps (Figure 15):

Figure 15. Steps of CIPSEC extension methodology
The following sections will describe the steps to follow in order to integrate a new source of information
provided by candidate tool that might be attached to the CIPSEC platform.

4.1 Feasibility study
System feasibility evaluation should demonstrate the ability of the new solution to get into CIPSEC framework
and running along the time, also must show that the planning of the system has been carefully developed
contemplating all restrictions and objectives, taking advantage of the resources delivered by the CI
organization.
Evaluation of system and technological capabilities.
The organizations that provide critical services, such as energy, water, oil, gas distribution, transportation, have
to face several challenges when choosing new security solutions to incorporate into their systems trying to
protect their OT infrastructure from cyberattacks: avoid regulation, policy and procedure violations; guarantee
proper operation of monitoring and control systems for the safeguard of population, staff and users. CIPSEC
offers the opportunity to include new sensors in the acquisition layer, being the only indispensable requirement
that these solutions offer mechanisms to export the registered events.
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Figure 16. Feasibility study
The figure above (Figure 16) shows the scheme followed for the feasibility study to include a new solution into
the CIPSEC framework. This is divided into three sub-steps:
1. Scoping study
The object of this step is to determine whether adding the solution makes sense. To achieve this, it is
necessary to provide use cases that validate this extension. The analysis of these use cases will allow
evaluating whether the solution falls into the desired scope or, on the contrary, is not suitable for the desired
purposes.
2. Pre-feasibility study
In order not to overload the framework with a bunch of overlapping solutions, it is necessary not only to check
that the solution could be applied, but also to check that the solution is the best option and in consequence
should be applied. To do this, the proposed solution is analysed in the context of the client scenario CIPSEC
intends to protect. The result of this analysis should convincingly demonstrate the relevance of applying this
solution.
3. Feasibility study & funding
Once the best option for the client scenario, with the desired scope, is identified, it is time to analyse the
feasibility of actually applying it. The application of the solution entails a specific adaptation project which will
have a certain level of complexity, requiring certain human profiles, material resources, timing and some other
aspects that need thorough evaluation. In the end, the deployment budget will be assessed, and this will be a
key point for the final feasibility evaluation. If the viability is assessed as positive, the application will get the
needed funding and will be carried out.
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4.2 Tailoring of the new solution
Once the technical feasibility study is carried out, some adaptations might result necessary. Although these
adaptations may not be complex for the solution to be added, on the CIPSEC side it requires a few more steps
to successfully adapt the tool to the framework.
Match communication channels and interfaces.
As described in Section 3.1.1, the most commonly used technology for the exchange of log files in which the
raw information is found is syslog (Port TCP / UDP 514). This may lead to the need for small processes in
charge of collecting the data. Log of the solution and send them by syslog if that functionality is not available.
Additionally, there are other mechanisms for the exchange of such information, such as message queuing
systems. This type of communication is the ideal systems if the messages have to be permanently available, in
addition to being fast, secure, asynchronous and reliable, among other requirements.

Events Taxonomy Definition
The starting point would be to identify and define the answer to the following question: When should we be
worried?
In order to answer the previous question, we can establish two types of events that can occur within an OT
system:


Common or expected events, which would suppose a normal operation of the information systems
and confirm that everything works correctly. Basically, we monitor those to confirm that things work
according to plan.



Unwanted or suspicious events, all those that may indicate that something is not going well or
requires analysis, review or examination of the systems as something unusual might be happening.

This set of events will be processed by the detection system and then provide an indicator that gives a more
global view to the analysts of what is happening regarding the security status of the OT systems.
In each CI organization, it will be necessary to study the pattern of normal events in order to identify the
anomalous events. Fortunately, these patterns of behaviour are not difficult to find out. Complicating the nature
of network traffic and "normal" data movements between origins and destinations may be somewhat more
complicated.
Typically, most of the reported events are logs in application specific format.

CIPSEC proposes the following template to be filled per each type of relevant events the responsible for the CI
wants to monitor, especially for those he considers anomalous.
Table 42 - CIPSEC template for Event Taxonomy definition
Event Case Study [NUMBER] – [NAME]
Input: Commented log file chunk corresponding to the case study

Event Name

Anomalous situation /Attack
detected

Description
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Develop new plugins for Detection Layer
Even if the CIPSEC framework provides a number of parsers for the most common log formats or
communication protocols, users can provide new plugin modules to allow the Anomaly Reasoner to work with
legacy or custom message formats. To integrate new parsers with the CIPSEC framework, users extend the
plugin set within the XL-SIEM Agent component.
Agent component is responsible for gathering logs from source security solutions. It works adopting pushbased paradigm. Agent component is also in charge of parsing the information contained in the logs and to
translate this from the native format to a format manageable by the reasoner engine. Moreover, the
normalization component is in charge of filling the reports with extra information required during the correlation
process.
To feed the Agent, transfer methods or protocols must be specified (log, mysql, mssql, wmi): it’s suggested to
adopt the syslog protocol, since it is more suitable to be parsed using regular expressions; moreover, the
syslog server can be configured to filter events and drop values (as measures) out of valuable ranges.
New Regular Expression plugins are in charge of extracting useful information and filling the Normalized event,
extracting optional and mandatory fields useful to the correlation process. Each plugin is identified by the Id
(unique) and more Sub-Ids (Sids); Sids are useful to create rules and correlation directives. Indeed, rules use
Sids to identify different kinds of event messages generated by the data source (for example: plugin Id
identifies logs produced by Honeypot servers in general, Sids identify specific events on the Honeypot server).
As a practical tip, we recommend using log redirection. Normally, the logs are added together to the unique
syslog file of the system (var / log / syslog), but to filter new entries by each type of solution and avoid having to
massively process the syslog file for each plugin (which is very time-consuming), the entries are redirected to
individual log files separately according to their data source origin. This parameterization is done with the
syslog service that is available in Unix. It only needs configuration to add a filter rule. The redirection rule would
be added at the end of the file.
This “log split” would be similar if it is using message queues instead of syslog, as messages will be
broadcasted per topic (each security solution in our case), and each consumer will be in charge of monitoring
the topic it is subscribed to.
Once the plugin is created, it only needs enabling and the agent service to be restarted.
CIPSEC proposes the following template to describe requirements for new plugins to be developed and
included in the Agent:
Table 43 – CIPSEC template when defining new Plugins
[IP address of host where data source is deployed]
[Name]
[Description]
[Event type according the Event Taxonomy developed previously]
[Plugin_ID]
[Plugind_SID]
[Log File sample]
[Regular expressions to normalize the events].
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[Output data fields]

Reconfigure Anomaly detection reasoner
After creating the plugin file, these new events will be recognized once the Agent and the Anomaly detection
reasoner server have synchronized.
It is necessary to add new entries in two tables of the database that the correlation server uses.
To add the new entry for the plugin table, we have to:
INSERT INTO plugin (id, type, name, description) VALUES (yyyy, 1, 'aaaa', 'bbbb');

Being:
yyyy: the plugin_id that was put in the plugin configuration file.
aaaa: a text string indicating, for example, the name of the tool that generated the event.
bbbb: a string of text indicating, for example, a name for the type of events that are arriving.

To add a new entry to the plugin_sid table, we have to (one entry for each different plugin_sid that is available
for each plugin):
INSERT INTO plugin_sid (plugin_id, sid, category_id, class_id, name, priority, reliability) VALUES (yyyyy, xx,
NULL, NULL, 'aaaaaaa', 3, 2);

You can add specific values for each field but the important thing is:
yyyy: the plugin_id that was put in the configuration file of step 2.
xx: one of the plugin_sid that you have for this log.
aaaa: a textual description about the type that has arrived for the plugin_sid in particular.

Rationale of individual and cross-correlated alarms
Once normalized events are registered by the system, the server applies a policy to the event basing on
different parameters like: Time Range, Plugin Group, Source and Destination Addresses, Ports. If not
discarded, the event undergoes the Risk Assessment process.
Risk assessment scoring involves two metrics mainly:
-

Reliability that represents the reported event’s probability to be a suspect activity.

-

Priority value that represents the absolute importance of the event with no reference to a specific host
or environment.

Additionally, there are other valuable parameters, such as Asset value, that states what the importance of the
assets involved in that event is. Reliability and Priority values must be defined for the new events to be included
in the framework.
After Risk Assessment, the event can be processed by the Correlation engine. Correlation produces a new
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“reasoning filter” and the Alarm is generated if it applies.
One of the most interesting CIPSEC reasoning features is the a complex event processing in real time mode.
24
This can be implemented by means of directives written in ESPER syntax, or, in a simpler way, by means of
SQL like expressions. These directives specify the Id and Sid of the events involved in the rule: since the Id is
unique per each event source, CIPSEC can correlate the Id of the physical sensor messages with the Id of
other security devices, ICT applications, SCADA components and so on. ESPER directives can also verify the
fulfilment of several conditions (equal, less than...) related to the event fields; or even to be focused on event
“occurrence”, that is the repetition of the same event, all of these on real time streaming processing thanks to
Apache Storm Topology.

The next tables are proposed to link the events to alarms, as well as describing the relationship with other
events from other tools. The aim is to create cross-correlated alarms.
Table 44 - CIPSEC template for events and alarms definition

Sensor [Name] Events Catalogue
Event Name

Description

Priority

Reliability

CIPSEC Events and alarms mapping
Event

Potential Attack

Alarm

CIPSEC Cross-Correlated alarms
CC Alarm Name

24

Description

Tool

Individual Alarm

http://www.espertech.com/esper/.
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5 CIPSEC integration methodology
A number of factors that limit the integration of security solutions have always existed inherently both in
business environments and in particular OT systems. These factors affect all areas, from the personnel to the
components of the systems, for instance through communications, but not only. They are closely related to CI
organization’s technologies, processes, or even the company’s culture, due to compliance requirements.
The most relevant, regarding the integration of the CIPSEC Reference Architecture and the CIPSEC framework
prototype within the Pilots, are described below. These are considered as key steps in the integration
methodology.
Most relevant limiting factors in the integration of security technologies into CI
Communications infrastructure
OT systems have been developed to a greater or lesser extent based on the needs of the controlled process in
each case, increasing in turn the existing interconnections between the different elements that constitute them.
The problem is that these communications have not been made with the main objective of security but having,
as a premise, the need for availability. In many cases, this renders their level of security deficient. It is common
to find out that they are not properly segmented or do not use firewalls in the interconnection of different
networks. It is not uncommon to find different networks connected by a PC with two Ethernet cards. Also, the
real architecture network often lacks reliable documentation.
On other occasions, OT systems use a type of network architecture that is very dependent on the process they
control, not making use of equipment or common technologies in the IT environment.

Communication protocols
In many cases, the protocols used for communication between OT systems are different from those used in the
information systems of a corporate environment. Currently, in the later, almost all communications are based
on the TCP / IP stack. This guarantees interoperability and communication between heterogeneous systems
regardless of the means of communication used, and provides a commonly accepted basis for high-level
applications and protocols such as FTP, HTTP, etc. On the other hand, in OT systems, in addition to the
previous ones, other specific protocols are also used, designed for specific industrial applications. There are
standard protocols but it is very common to find proprietary protocols, since, historically, large industrial
corporations have had considerable weight and have used protocols as a competitive advantage. Logically, in
these cases, the design specification is largely unknown, which makes it difficult to develop compatible network
security solutions (e.g. cryptography, application-level firewalls, IPS / IDS, etc.).
Also, many of the classic traffic analysis and filtering technologies, if not the majority, do not have among their
characteristics the ability to interpret the ample multitude of protocols used between OT systems. This means
that traditional security systems cannot be used at the desired level.

Dedicated software
In the IT security industry, there is a lack of knowledge regarding the software used by OT systems. As with
communication protocols, numerous applications are used exclusively for OT environments and have to be
managed properly by security technologies; in particular IDS / IPS, firewalls, antimalware systems, etc. These
security tools do not have signatures for these applications. They do not know the extensions of the files, the
dependencies with libraries of the system or the services and the communications they establish, etc. Besides
the use of specific applications, another limiting factor is the use of operating systems, both proprietary and not
widely used in the business world, and therefore not supported by most commercial solutions.
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Maintenance of the systems
The introduction of security technology means that we have to assess who will be responsible for the
maintenance of these systems. The design, operation and maintenance of the OT systems are usually
performed by engineers who do not necessarily possess the adequate security knowledge. Consequently, they
are unaware of the threats and cybersecurity risks that these systems face, and of the strategies, initiatives and
security controls they must take into account for adequate protection.
New personnel will have to be deeply trained in already existing CI security in order to gain the skills to learn
this new field of knowledge.

Unattended locations
OT systems are, on many occasions, in remote locations. They do not receive constant attention or presence
by the operator directly. This implies that the security tools implemented have to be able to work under those
circumstances and solve some problems autonomously, such as restarting automatically if an important
process is stopped.

Network segmentation
There are safety regulations, such as ISA 99, which define different safety zones to separate the components
that make up OT systems. Depending on the criticality of the system, communication between these zones
may be restricted. For example, the criticality of the OT area is specific and it may be necessary to restrict the
communication to only one direction, making it necessary to use data diodes to comply with the requirements.
This implies that devices such as antivirus or IDS / IPS, which need constant / regular signature updates, are
limited in the OT infrastructure, since one-way approach requires deploying a second central management
console in the OT network that allows its correct administration.

Highly regulated environment
The infrastructures of the OT systems are very complex, and the implementation of any device within their
infrastructure must follow a series of internal change management procedures. It must be understood that,
especially in critical environments that are usually highly regulated, this is a common practice. For example, in
order to implement a new device, it is usual to carry out what is commonly known as FAT (Factory Acceptance
25
Test ) and SAT (Site Acceptance Test) tests. In addition to this type of tests, it is also usual to generate
documentation with the specifications of the product, installation procedure, configuration parameters, the
relationship of the device with respect to the whole infrastructure, etc.

Limitation or lack of resources
One of the main problems that can be found when adopting the security technologies in OT systems is that the
computational characteristics of the components of the latter do not support them. It is usual that embedded
devices are designed to perform very specific functions, with a high degree of specialization, and with an
investment cost adjusted to this need by the free market. Consequently, they are designed with the minimum
capacity needed to perform the functions for which they were designed. This means that resources such as
memory, hard disk, CPU, etc., are sized according to design requirements, which traditionally have not taken

25

Factory Acceptance Testing (IEC61511): https://webstore.iec.ch/p-preview/info_iec61511-1%7Bed1.0%7Den.pdf
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security into account.
Due to the previous reason, the security technologies CIPSEC provides should be adapted to obtain an
efficient performance in these devices. For example, in reference to the encryption of communications, CIPSEC
26
crypto solutions use elliptic curve algorithms , which provide the same security to the frames whilst using
shorter keys, making a much more efficient use of resources.

Real time readiness
Many OT systems have to comply with control systems’ determinist requirements, and others have the need to
meet certain minimum response times. This means that the temporary restrictions in the vast majority of control
and automation systems are very high, so that delays or latency the information may incur from its origin to its
destination, derived from treatment tasks, management and shipping, can invalidate the message.
Some OT systems have strong real-time needs that, in many cases, suppose the halt of the process if a
message arrives out of time. Others have soft real-time needs and are more tolerant to the latency in receiving
information.
Some of the security measures to be implemented can increase the latency, causing the rejection of a
message if it does not arrive within the specified time window, and therefore, it will not be taken into account.
For example, DB’s Interlocking system needs to pass information between two networks separated by a
firewall. In addition, it has an IDS / IPS sensor, whose information will be sent. The time of analysis of the
information in the firewall and in the IDS / IPS, must be taken into account when calculating the total time it
takes for the communication to take place between origin and destination.
For OT systems, any latency induced by the use of encryption, or any other security technique such as
firewalls, IDS / IPS, etc., should not degrade the operational performance of the final device or system.

New fault elements
New security technologies introduced in OT systems are, in many cases, new elements in the process chain,
from the origin of the information / data to their place of treatment and, therefore, may be susceptible to
vulnerabilities and failures that condition the proper functioning of the control system. The number of elements
of an OT system is a basic aspect that engineers have traditionally taken into account. The greater number of
elements, the greater the risk of failure. This is why it is usually desirable for security features to be part of the
CI equipment and software.

Redundancy
OT systems infrastructures usually have redundant parts, especially those considered critical. This is so the
process can be restarted much more quickly after a failure.
The security tools and technologies that are used in OT systems must take into account this duplication of
components, especially elements such as firewalls, IDS / IPS, etc. when managing the traffic of the devices.
This is also true for the encryption tools, since they have to share keys and certificates with all the redundant
equipment, or, at least, have a defined process for the exchange of that security material in case of failure of
the main equipment.
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Updating & Patching
Regarding security patches, the responsibility is at first on the manufacturer’s side, since they have to take care
of developing the patches that are responsible for solving the security problems that their applications or
systems may have. Second, it falls on the end users, since they are in charge of applying the patches that the
manufacturers develop. This application is not always performed, a very typical fallacious quote in CI
environments being: "if something works, do not touch it", which includes not applying any type of update.
Finally, it is worth noting the dependence of the current OT manufacturers on other computer manufacturers,
on all those related to the base operating systems. There are situations in which both the OT and IT
manufacturers run out of resources due to the discontinuity of a certain version of the base operating system.
This was not relevant until recently, since the security patches were not considered relevant. However, it is now
becoming a key factor.

5.1 CIPSEC Compliance Management Service
Given that the necessity for security protection has been identified by Critical Infrastructure (CI) operators, the
CIPSEC framework is at hand to provide adequate solutions. The task of the CIPSEC compliance management
service (CMS) is to show the level of compliance between the solutions for cybersecurity that the CIPSEC
framework provides, and requirements of the CI stemming from various sources, such as expert knowledge,
domain standards, industrial standards, or legislation. The compliance measure supports the decision of CI
technicians and CI managers to integrate the CIPSEC platform into their infrastructure. The compliance
management service will be validated against CIPSEC’s railway pilot that is subject to constraints from
international standards. The service could also be used to validate CIPSEC against those railway standards
that have to be met in order to receive the admission to operate a railway system. Moreover, some security
solutions might already be installed in the CI operator’s systems which can also be assessed by this
methodology such that it can be considered in the decision-making process of CI operators. Responsible staff
should be able to choose which additional measures should be installed in the infrastructure whilst avoiding
unnecessary redundancy in cybersecurity systems and spending additional financial resources. Therefore,
existing solutions of the CI are considered in the compliance service while highlighting the benefit of introducing
CIPSEC’s framework with its security solutions.
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Figure 17. Overview of the Compliance Management Service
The CMS consists of three high-level components: the CIPSEC Profile, the CI Profile and the Matching
Methodology. An overview of the entire CMS and the components is given in Figure 17. The CIPSEC Profile is
used as a template containing CIPSEC’s features, with hints to cybersecurity protection and relevant
international standards. It is the first input for the Matching Methodology. The CIPSEC Profile has been
developed by the CIPSEC consortium and is ready to be used by the CI operators. Further details and the
derivation of the profile are described in Section 5.1.1. The second input to the matching is a CI Profile that has
to be adapted by the individual CI operator for his specific infrastructure. The procedure to derive a CI Profile is
explained in Section 5.1.2, inputs to this process step are standards and expert knowledge. The Matching
Methodology enables the CI operator to compare his profile with that of CIPSEC. The methodology is described
in Section 5.1.3. At the beginning of each section, a table gives an overview of the service’s component
including the purpose, input, and output. In Section 5.1.4, the final CMS is instantiated with the railway pilot to
give an example for the full process and validate its functionality.

5.1.1 Compilation of the CIPSEC Profile
Table 45 - Overview of step “Compilation of the CIPSEC Profile”
Purpose

Creating a framework that links CIPSEC’s solutions (products and
services) to high-level categories.

Input

CIPSEC deliverables D2.1, D2.2, D2.3 and D2.4.
CIPSEC products.
CIPSEC services.
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NIST Framework.
Output

CIPSEC Profile.

Involved People

CIPSEC Profile Creator.
CIPSEC Product Partners.
CIPSEC Service Partners.

When is the step performed?

Once, during the course of CIPSEC.

The CIPSEC Profile is a framework that links CIPSEC’s framework to high-level cybersecurity protection
categories in order to make it easily comparable to a multitude of standards and requirements of a variety of
heterogeneous critical infrastructures. The CIPSEC Framework consists of the CIPSEC solutions, composed of
eight products and five services. In this section, the creation process of the profile and the final profile itself are
described.
The creation of this CMS component is internal to the CIPSEC project, in particular TUD, who created the
methodology, and all other partners that provide a solution or a service, as shown later in this section. The
derivation process resulted in the unified CIPSEC Profile in the first iteration. It has been finalised and can be
used as input for later steps of the CMS.

5.1.1.1

Literature Overview

The first step towards creating the profile is finding a suitable framework to represent the compiled information
about CIPSEC’s solutions. It must be able to represent the variety of features CIPSEC provides. CIPSEC
solutions are quite diverse in materialization and functionality. They range from trainings services, which are an
immaterial asset of the CI staff and human resources, to fulfilling materialistic requirements, like being tamperevident against physical manipulation with a hardware security module (HSM). The information about CIPSEC
must be prepared in a way that generically fits to many critical infrastructures where CIPSEC is implemented.
Therefore, it should be sufficiently generic. Being too specific would bias the profile towards a limited number of
critical infrastructures that share a set of properties. Eventually, the profile should show the requirements posed
to a CI that can be fulfilled with the help of CIPSEC’s Unified Architecture. As this architecture covers a lot of
features, the profile should present those in a structured way, to ease the understanding of CI personnel. The
structure should either be hierarchical, or in groups of requirements, in order to enhance clarity. A profile that
contains elements that are already well-known and highly accepted by domain practitioners is helpful to support
its generality, to ensure its completeness, and to ease the task of comparing it to the CI Profile.
We reviewed several sources in order to find the methodology to compile the CIPSEC Profile. Finally, we
decided to base it on the “Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity” which was published
27
by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2014 . A new version is currently being
prepared, but as it is only a draft at the time of writing, we decided to stick with version 1.0 of the framework.
For the remainder of the document, we will refer to this publication as “NIST Framework”.
One of the sources we investigated was the system requirements of the IEC 62443 standard. A shortcoming of
using the standard as a base for the profile is the fact that it mainly covers systems, which would have left the
immaterial parts – mainly the CIPSEC services – uncovered. On the other hand, standards like the ISO 27000series are focused on management and thus are unable to cover the entirety of CIPSEC’s solutions, as it also
includes services.
A comparison of the reviewed literature shows that a holistic cybersecurity protection needs to cover five
categories of security management, as illustrated in Figure 18. The five categories are: identify, protect, detect,
respond, and recover. These categories are also used by the NIST Framework to impose a structure on the
listed protection categories. Other literature has comparable phases. For example, the ICCF P3P3 model has
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28

prevision, prevention, protection, recognition, response, and restoration . Taking prevention and protection as
example, the phases map directly to the phases of Figure 18. The IACS Cybersecurity Certification Framework
(ICCF) is currently a draft being developed by the European Commission. It provides guidelines for the
certification of components against a defined level of IT security. The effort should harmonize security
protection in the European Union.

Figure 18. NIST Security Management Lifecycle

29

The MITRE “Cyber Resiliency Engineering Framework” provides a way to structure discussions and analyses
30
of cyber resiliency goals, objectives, practices, and costs . Figure 19 shows the four goals: anticipate,
withstand, recover, and evolve. NIST’s phases “identify” and “protect” translate to the goal of anticipate, while
parts of “protect” and the “detect” and “respond” phase support the “withstand” goal. Still, parts of “respond” can
be mapped to MITRE’s “recover”, while there is a direct mapping between MITRE’s and NIST’s “recover”
phases and goals respectively. The MITRE framework explicitly highlights the goal of evolving from an attack to
a more resilient system. A closer look reveals that the adaption to upcoming security threats (“evolve”) is
implicitly contained by the “recover” phase of the NIST Framework.
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Figure 19: MITRE Cyber Resilience Goals and Objectives

5.1.1.2

31

Defining the Profile

After performing the necessary consideration of the arguments, we decided to build the CIPSEC Profile based
on the NIST Framework, because it better fits the previously described requirements. The framework covers a
trilogy of elements: people, processes, and technology. On one hand, it is able to represent all CIPSEC
solutions which was confirmed during the creation process that is described later, and on the other hand, it is a
well-recognized framework that contains a holistic amount of cybersecurity features a critical infrastructure
needs to cover.
The NIST Framework Core Structure is shown in Figure 21. There are five core functions: identify, protect,
detect, respond, and recover, that were already shown in the security management lifecycle of Figure 18. The
framework core provides a hierarchical structure of requirements that are detailed into categories such as
“Access Control” and “Awareness and Training” for the protect function. Each category is then divided into
subcategories. Examples of the “Access Control” category are physical and remote access. For each
subcategory, informative references to standards are given. The references link the subcategories to the
standards shown in Figure 20.
CCS CSC (Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology).
COBIT 5 (Council on CyberSecurity Top 20 Critical Security Controls).
ISA 62443-2-1:2009.
ISA 62443-3-3:2013.
ISO/IEC 27001:2013.
NIST SP 800-53 Rev. 4.
Figure 20. Standards referenced in the NIST Framework
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Figure 21. NIST Framework Core Structure

32

The methodology of compiling the CIPSEC Profile is illustrated in Figure 22. The foundation of the profile is the
NIST Framework that can be viewed as the funnel that brings together the CIPSEC solutions that can be used
in a unified and standardizes way afterwards: the CIPSEC Profile. The profile shows the relation of CIPSEC
solutions to the subcategories of the NIST Framework. Such a relation exists if a given solution supports the
cybersecurity function defined in the respective subcategory. In order to define this relation, the project
deliverables describing products and services were reviewed. Those were D2.1, D2.2, D2.3, and D2.4. There
are eight products in CIPSEC covered by the Compliance Management Service:


AEGIS: Forensics Tool.



ATOS: XL-SIEM.



BD: Bitdefender GravityZone.



EMP: Secocard.



Forth: Honeypot.



UoP: Hardware Security Module.



UPC: Data Privacy Tool.



WOS: Jamming Detection.

as well as five services:


COMSEC: Vulnerability Assessment.



ATOS: Contingency Plan.



UoP: Training Courses.



BD: Updating and Patching Service.



AEGIS: Forensics Service.

Detailed information is given in the deliverables about each solution but is not repeated in the CIPSEC Profile
for simplicity. For further information, the user of the profile should refer to the respective deliverable. For each
CIPSEC solution and for each subcategory, the mapping is documented in the CIPSEC Profile. In order to
further consolidate the profile, it was reviewed by experts of each CIPSEC partner providing the solution. Thus,
the profile is ensured to reflect the true relation of products and services to the subcategories, which is the
foundation for the compliance management. The entire CIPSEC Profile is attached to this document.
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Figure 22. Compilation process of the CIPSEC Profile

5.1.1.3

Analysis of the CIPSEC Profile
33

The CIPSEC Profile was produced through intensive study and the survey on all solution providers. It already
reveals information on how well CIPSEC is able to protect critical infrastructures. First of all, we can assert that
CIPSEC provides solutions for all five core functions: identify, protect, detect, respond, and recover. The core
functions represent state of the art knowledge in cybersecurity protection. The full coverage indicates that
CIPSEC is suitable for a holistic protection. For most subcategories, there are even more than one solution
marked in the Profile that will support the implementation of a requirement. Overall, only ten of the 98
subcategories are not covered by CIPSEC. Nine of them belong to the “protect” core function and one to the
“detect” core function. In order to reveal weak spots of CIPSEC, we performed a deeper analysis of the ten
uncovered subcategories. PR.AC-4 is not covered and describes the management of access permissions
which is clearly the duty of the CI operator to define and execute. While not covering this requirement directly,
CIPSEC however provides tools to execute such policies once they are defined. Examples are Secocard and
the Hardware Security Module, which are able to check and store access credentials. Thus, CIPSEC covers
this subcategory indirectly. The asset management required by PR.DS-3 is also CI specific, and a process that
is not in the scope of CIPSEC. PR.DS-7 requires the separation of test and production environments, which is
obviously a useful requirement. CIPSEC has no influence on the development and test process of an individual
CI to enforce this separation. Hence, there is no specific solution to be marked for this category. However, by
providing virtual environments to demonstrate the functionality of CIPSEC, the framework allows CI staff easily
implement the separation of tests and production if the process is already in place in a given CI. Subcategories
PR.IP-1 to PR.IP-4 are CI processes that go beyond the security scope of CIPSEC as they are already required
for working production processes and should be used to enhance the security provisions of a CI. PR.IP-5
considers the physical operating environment of a CI, which is very specific to it and cannot be foreseen by the
CIPSEC framework. It must be checked by the CI operator when implementing a security concept. PR.IP-11
requires the inclusion of cybersecurity into human resources practices. Except for the training courses for
existing staff, this is not in the scope of CIPSEC. But examples of personnel screening and deprovisioning can
be incorporated into specific human resources processes if not already done. DE.DP-2 requires the compliance
of detection activities with all applicable requirements. All requirements cannot be known before implementing
CIPSEC into a specific CI, as they are specific to it and go beyond the scope of security. Hence, there cannot
be a specific solution for such a requirement in CIPSEC.
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We conclude that the unmarked subcategories are either too CI-specific to be covered by a framework with the
goal to be applicable to all critical infrastructures or they are indirectly supported by solutions of the CIPSEC
framework, such that the task of fulfilling a subcategory is eased for the CI operator. Overall, the CIPSEC
Profile shows that the CIPSEC Framework is able to provide a holistic solution for protecting critical
infrastructures against cyberattacks. This can be concluded, because the set of solutions contains a measure
for almost every listed subcategory of the NIST Framework and covers very well all five core functions.

5.1.2 Derivation methodology of the CI Profile
Table 46 - Overview of step “Derivation methodology of the CI Profile”
Purpose

Capturing requirements of an individual CI in a unified format that enables
the comparison to the CIPSEC Profile.

Input

IT Security Standards.
IT Security Legislation.
Expert Knowledge on IT security.
NIST Framework.
CI Profile Template.
Description of the system to protect.

Output

CI Profile.

Involved People

CI Security Experts.

When is the step performed?

Once, when capturing the CI requirements.
34

The second step of the CMS is the derivation of the CI Profile . In the same way, the CIPSEC Profile contains
the features CIPSEC provides, the CI Profile lists the requirements of an individual critical infrastructure.
Therefore, the profile must be derived by security experts of the respective CI and cannot be created during the
course of CIPSEC for all existing CIs. This section describes the necessary methodology to build a CI Profile in
such a way that it is useful input for the matching methodology that will put both profiles in context. The process
is executed once when requirements of a given CI are to be assessed. Inputs to the process are domainspecific IT security standards, the knowledge of IT security experts that work in the domain of the CI, and the
NIST Framework that is the foundation for the CI Profile template.
The CI Profile derivation process is illustrated in Figure 23 and follows two independent streams that lead to the
profile. The first stream, stream A (depicted on the left), is the preferred way of deriving the profile but makes
use of accepted standards that must be available. If this condition is not satisfied, stream B, depicted on the
right, assesses the CI requirements based on the knowledge of the CI’s experts. If such knowledge is not
available a priori, it must be acquired differently. Both streams need to be executed by CI security experts while
in the preferred stream their experience is enhanced by accepted domain standards. But only one of the
streams needs to be executed per CI, depending on whether standards are available or not (see step 1a). The
streams rejoin when the necessity of each NIST subcategory is marked and the already provisioned
subcategories of the CI are identified to constitute the CI Profile. A template of the CI Profile is provided to
document the results of the processes steps. It is attached to this document. Details of the streams and their
reunion are given in the following sections.
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Figure 23. CI Profile Derivation Process

5.1.2.1

Derivation from Standards (Stream A)

The preferred way of deriving the CI Profile is through standards. Standards represent widely accepted
technical knowledge that is used in this stream to ensure the quality of the CI Profile. In step 1a), the availability
of such a standard is checked. If no such standard is available, the process proceeds with step 1b) which is
described in Section 5.1.2.2.
If an applicable IT security standard for the domain is available, it is selected in step 2a). Applicable standards
for deriving the CI Profile provide detailed and holistic security requirements that can later be used to select
subcategories of the NIST Framework. The framework already links to a set of standards that are potentially
relevant in the CI domain for which the profile is created (see Figure 20). Selecting one of these standards is
preferred because it simplifies step 5a), as the mapping between the standard’s requirements and the
framework’s subcategories is already established. Complementary to standards, IT security legislation can
pose requirements towards critical infrastructures. For example, the NIS Directive that entered into force in
August 2016 is considered. Legislation should also be considered in this step and will be picked up in step 5a).
Step 3a) accounts for the standards that provide a methodology themselves to assess the requirements, or
where a set of requirements is provided from which only a subset is selected according to the standard. An
example of such assessment is given with the standard IEC 62443 in Section 5.1.4, where the entire
methodology is instantiated. The output of step 3a) is either the complete list of requirements defined by the
selected standard or a subset of them that was filtered by the standard’s assessment methodology. Some
standards also assign criticalities to their requirements or impose a hierarchy upon them. This information can
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be used in the matching methodology to gain a deeper insight into the solutions CIPSEC provides. For the CI
Profile it is currently relevant whether a requirement is applicable or not.
Step 4a) allows to branch and go back to step 2a) in order to select an additional standard to extend the set of
requirements in step 3a) again. This loop can be performed as often as it appears necessary to the CI experts
but should have produced an adequate set of requirements when advancing to step 5a).
In step 5a), the set of requirements is taken to select the necessary subcategories of the NIST Framework by
marking them with the reference to the standard’s requirement in column E of the template. Equivalently,
legislation can be entered in the column if it has been selected in step 2a). In 5a), the references provided by
the NIST Framework core to the standards shown in Figure 20 can be used to establish the relation to
standards. In the cases where no referenced standard could be selected in step 2a), the relation must be
established by the CI experts. They can make use of the hierarchy imposed by the NIST Framework consisting
of core functions, categories and subcategories. The detailed description of subcategories is repeated in
column C of the profile’s template. Also, the informative references of the framework (column D) help to identify
similar requirements from standards not yet referenced. After this step, the process is continued with step 6 that
is described in Section 5.1.2.3.

5.1.2.2

Derivation from Expert Knowledge (Stream B)

The alternative stream derives the CI Profile from expert knowledge. It must only be performed if no security
standard is available in the assessed domain, i.e. the result of step 1a) is “no”. Stream B starts with step 1b)
where it assesses whether the required expert knowledge is available for the CI operator. The experts should
be able to select the necessary subcategories of the CI Profile based on their experience in template in step
5b) of the process. If no such knowledge is available, it must be acquired from other resources in step 2b).
Possibilities are training of existing staff in IT security or obtaining a contractor that is able to provide IT security
knowledge paired with experience in the CI domain. Given that the knowledge is available in step 1b), the
process can advance to step 5b), which selects subcategories out of the CI Profile template similar to step 5a),
but without an underlying standard. The experts have to estimate for each subcategory whether it is applicable
to the security protection of their CI or not. Column F of the CI Profile template should be marked with “yes” and
“no” respectively and should optionally display a justification for the decision. After assessing the necessity of
each subcategory in this way, step 5b) is completed and the process is continued with step 6 that is described
in Section 5.1.2.3.

5.1.2.3

Finalizing the CI Profile

After diverging depending on the availability of standards and experts, the streams to derive the CI Profile rejoin
in step 6. This step identifies IT security measures that are already provisioned in the investigated CI. The CI
experts need to assess for each subcategory whether it is already covered by existing security measures of the
CI and record them in column G of the profile template. Hints towards which measures are applicable are given
by the description of the subcategory (column C) and the informative references (column D). Additionally, a
requirements assessment or even certification according to a standard might be available in the CI that can be
incorporated into the CI Profile. Subcategories with entries in column G list existing measures and define which
cybersecurity countermeasures are, at least in parts, covered in the CI and need to be recognized when
highlighting the benefit of implementing CIPSEC in the matching methodology. For this step, the CI operator
should have a clear definition of the system that is to be protected by CIPSEC. An example is given for each of
CIPSEC’s pilots in deliverable D1.2. The CI operator should document which building block of the infrastructure
has to be protected, provide a description of how they are interconnected, and should also document which
security building blocks are already in place. Based on this system, definition the CI security experts can come
to a decision on what is already protected in the CI and what needs to be protected further.
After performing step 6, the derivation process is completed, and the filled template constitutes the CI Profile
that is the output of the process.
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5.1.3 Matching Methodology
Table 47 - Overview of step “Matching Methodology”
Purpose

Comparing the CIPSEC Profile and the CI Profile to highlight the benefits
of implementing the CIPSEC Framework.

Input

CIPSEC Profile.
CI Profile.

Output

Labels A, B, C for subcategories of the CI Profile.

Involved People

CI Security Experts.

When is the step performed?

Once, when comparing CI requirements to CIPSEC features.

A Matching Methodology constitutes the last step of the Compliance Management Service and combines the
CIPSEC Profile and the CI Profile in order to highlight which requirements are fulfilled by the CIPSEC
Framework. Input to this process step is the CIPSEC Profile and the previously derived CI Profile. The
evaluation is performed once by CI Security Experts and can follow immediately after creating the CI Profile.
The contribution of the matching is threefold. First, it highlights the IT security requirements that are fulfilled
after implementing CIPSEC into the CI, based on the NIST Framework. Second, it is able to reveal spots of the
CI cybersecurity strategy that leave room for improvement. Third, it gives hints on how artifacts for certification
can be produced.
The entire Matching Methodology process is illustrated in Figure 24. It comprises the selection of CIPSEC
Solutions and the subsequent categorization of the requirements. The process allows the revisiting of the
selection step, such that adjustments can be made.

Figure 24. Matching Methodology Process
The first step of the process models the selection of CIPSEC solutions. Normally, the entire CIPSEC
Framework should be implemented as a holistic solution. But special circumstances may require the
implementation of a subset of solutions only. Reasons could be to avoid redundancy or that a requirement has
not been determined in the first place. Initially, all eight products and five services of CIPSEC are selected for
integration into the CI. It is now possible to deselect a product or service for one of the following reasons:


A solution can be deselected to avoid redundancy if an equivalent solution that covers the same
requirements (i.e. subcategories) is provisioned in the CI. This information can be gained from the
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combination of the CIPSEC and CI Profile. The entries of a CIPSEC Solution in the CIPSEC Profile
need to be compared to the respective entries of the CI Profile that show whether provisioned
subcategories and their implementation were identified in step 6 of the CI Profile derivation process.


A solution can be deselected if an alternative CIPSEC solution is implemented for every marked
subcategory of the NIST Framework core. Several subcategories of the CIPSEC Profile are covered by
multiple solutions. The CI security experts might decide whether only a subset of the solutions suffices
to cover the requirements.



A solution can be unselected if no respective requirement has been identified with the CI Profile. Again,
this is the result of the combination of the CIPSEC and CI Profile. The CI Profile might not contain a
requirement for demanding an individual CIPSEC solution, because it is not applicable to the CI
domain in general.



A solution can be unselected if effective legislation prohibits its implementation.

The CIPSEC Solutions selected for implementation should be marked in a copy of the CIPSEC Profile for the
use in later steps.
After selecting the solutions, the core step of the methodology assigns one of three labels A, B, C to each
requirement of the CI Profile. For this step, the decision tree shown in Figure 25 is used.

Figure 25. Decision Tree for Categorization
For each subcategory, an instance of the decision tree is started. The first decision highlights that the steps
only need to be performed for subcategories that have been selected as required during the derivation of the CI
Profile. For decision (2), the respective subcategory has to be looked up in the CIPSEC Profile. The set of
assigned CIPSEC solutions for the subcategory is taken form there and, if at least one of the assigned
solutions has been selected for implementation in the selection step of the Matching Methodology, the “yes”
branch of the tree is taken. It assigns label A to the visited subcategory. If there is no solution available, or none
of the available solutions has been selected for implementation, the “no” branch leads to the next decision.
Information for decision (3) has already been gathered during the creation of the CI Profile in column G of the
profile. If an existing provision has been registered for the category in step 6 of the CI Profile derivation
process, the “yes” branch assigns label B to the visited subcategory. If there is no provision available in the CI,
the “no” branch assigns label C to the subcategory. After assigning a label, the next subcategory is visited with
the decision tree until all required subcategories are visited. The labels of the categories are documented in
column H of the CI Profile.
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The subcategories are now grouped according to the labels A, B, and C. Subcategories that have not been
marked in step 5a) or 5b) of the CI Profile derivation process do not receive a label. Labels A and B show which
subcategories and core functions of the IT Security Management Lifecycle (see Figure 18) are well-covered
after implementing CIPSEC. A sufficient number of subcategories should fall into the group labelled A in order
to justify the implementation of CIPSEC. Together with the informative reference of the NIST Framework
(column D of the CI Profile) labels A and B give hints where the implemented solutions will support IT security
certification, as they link to respective standards or legislation. Those relations have been derived in step 5a) of
the derivation process. The CMS cannot provide artefacts for certification itself, as they depend on specific
implementations and implementation processes that are not yet available at this stage. The references directly
point to requirements of the standards listed in Figure 20, but could also be mapped by CI Security Experts to
standards beyond this set to support respective certification according to other standards when necessary.
Label C subcategories reveal shortcomings of the CI’s IT security concept as they were identified as required
during the derivation of the CI Profile, but neither existing provisions nor implemented CIPSEC solutions are
able to provide adequate protection. Further security solutions must be engaged by the CI experts in order to
complete the security protection of their CI. The core functions identify, protect, detect, respond and recover
also give hints on what measures should be considered. An observation during the creation of the CIPSEC
profile is that measures belonging to the identify function are likely to be immaterial solutions like services while
protect and detect measures are more likely to be specific manifestations like products.
The Matching Methodology allows going back to the solutions selection step in order to refine the decisions
made and select or unselect more solutions. After that, the categorization step has to be revisited in order to
update the subcategory labels and to re-evaluate the subcategory groups constituted by the labels.
Based on the subcategory labels and the final CI Profile, the CI staff can make an educated decision on
implementing the CIPSEC Framework into their critical infrastructure.

5.1.4 Example: Application to the Railway Pilot
The previous sections elaborate on the methodology to arrive at the list of fulfilled requirements in the CI
Profile. The CIPSEC Profile derivation process has already been executed to conceive the profile. The 2-tier
process to find the compliance was only described and will be exemplified in this section. We use the railway
pilot of the project as foundation for the example and execute the defined process in cooperation with the pilot
provider DB.

5.1.4.1

CI Profile for the Railway Pilot35

The entry point for a CI operator is to create his CI Profile with the process illustrated in Figure 23. CI Profile
Derivation ProcessFigure 23. We started our example with step 1a) and gathered a list of eligible standards.
Deliverable D1.2 mentions EN 50159 as well as IEC 62443-3-3 and D3.1 mentions ISO 27001 as relevant for
railway signalling. From this list, we selected IEC 62443-3-3 in step 2a) of the process, because it is the
standard that is currently used to derive security requirements for railway signalling on component level and
therefore the most suitable to measure the compliance of CIPSEC against. For step 3a), we performed a threat
and risk analysis that resulted in the selection of requirements and requirement enhancements of the system
requirements provided by IEC 62443-3-3. The process is derived from the standard IEC 62443 but very specific
for the railway domain. Therefore, documenting it in this section would not add any value for other CI operators,
so details are skipped. However, the results are part of the CI Profile and are included in the documentation of
the respective process step. In step 4a), we choose not to add more standards, so we can proceed to step 5a)
which selects the subcategories in the CI Profile. We selected the subcategories according to the informative
references given by the NIST Framework and the list of requirements distilled by step 3a) of our process. The
selected subcategories were marked with the respective requirements and requirement enhancements in the
railway CI Profile. The resulting profile is attached to this deliverable. We identified 28 subcategories to provide
solutions according to IEC 62443-3-3. Having this result, it concludes step 5a). We do not need to execute
steps 1b), 2b), and 5b), because we have standards available to derive requirements from. The last step of the

35

Apendix III (Railway CI Profile_v1.0.xlsx)
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derivation process (step 6) identifies provisioned solutions of the CI to incorporate them into the CI Profile. We
used deliverables D1.2 and D3.4 as input for this step because the definition of the railway pilot is given there,
and details of the infrastructure are described. The information of the deliverables is not repeated here to avoid
redundancy. They can be looked up in the respective deliverables. References to them are given in the
attached railway CI Profile where needed. According to D1.2, there are only few security measures deployed in
the pilot that we can add to the CI Profile. As the railway domain is very advanced regarding safety, we added
hints to respective safety measures in the CI Profile. We think that safety and security processes should work
closely together in the railway domain. Existing safety measures in the best-case support security measures
and should therefore be contained in the profile. In the worst case, we have to design security in a way that
does not interfere with safety. To this end, we again need a link to safety measures that is provided by listing
them in the CI Profile. The documentation of existing provisions concludes the CI Profile derivation process.
The final CI Profile is then used for the matching methodology in the next section.

5.1.4.2

Matching the Railway Pilot to IEC 62443

In this section, we take the CIPSEC Profile and the previously conceived CI Profile to perform the compliance
matching between CIPSEC and the standards IEC 62443.
The first step as illustrated in Figure 24 is to select the CIPSEC solutions that will be deployed in the critical
infrastructure. For the selection of CIPSEC solutions, we rely on the selection documented in deliverable D3.1
in order to be coherent with the selection, demonstration and tests during the remainder of the project. Thus,
we perform our example with the following products:


AEGIS: Forensics Tool.



ATOS: XL-SIEM.



BD: Bitdefender Gravity Zone.



EMP: Secocard.



Forth: Honeypot.



UoP: Hardware Security Module.



WOS: Jamming Detection.

The selection of services is not reported in D3.1 so we follow the approach defined in the description of the
matching methodology and select all services for the example, as we cannot find a reason to remove one of the
services:


COMSEC: Vulnerability Assessment.



ATOS: Contingency Plan.



UoP: Training Courses.



BD: Updating and Patching Service.



AEGIS: Forensics Service.

After selecting the CIPSEC solutions, we calculate the decision tree shown in Figure 25 for each subcategory
and assign the labels accordingly. This results in 24 subcategories of label A, two of label B and 2 of label C, as
can be seen in the attached full CI Profile. Labels A and B – together 26 subcategories – clearly show the
advantage of deploying CIPSEC in the railway pilot. Only two subcategories (label C) are not covered, even
after deploying CIPSEC. CIPSEC cannot provide solutions for these subcategories. The justification was given
in Section 5.1.1.3. The critical subcategories are PR.AC-4 and PR-IP-4, which are both management
processes that need to be defined by the CI operator and are outside of the scope of CIPSEC.
We also used the information gathered in CI Profile and the matching to analyze the support of CIPSEC in the
certification according to IEC 62443-3-3. We find that only in six of the 69 system requirements of the standard
selected in step 3a), there is no solution available in CIPSEC. The fact that they are not listed in the normative
reference of the NIST Framework is the reason for four out of the six system requirements. This leaves only SR
7.3 and SR 7.4 open for the CI operator to find a measure to fulfil the requirement. The respective requirements
embrace the backup and recovery of the entire control system (i.e., the signalling network). We consider this
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task to be outside the scope of a sole security solution because they concern the entire business logic and data
of the CI.
We conclude that deploying CIPSEC into the railway pilot has a significant contribution to the CI’s security
concept. It also helps to prove this contribution in a certification process against IEC 62443-3-3.
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6 Conclusions
This deliverable reports the final design of the CIPSEC reference architecture. This architecture is followed in
the development of the Framework Prototype, whose first release is also documented in this deliverable. The
project pilots offer the opportunity to test specific instantiations of the architecture, adapted to the requirements
of the pilot owners.
In general, the CIPSEC platform consists of five general layers, being the primaries Detection, Data Processing
and Presentation layer. The Detection layer consists of services providing correlation functionalities. The Data
Processing layer provides data insights and added-value to the platform, through the Forensic services and
Data anonymization, and all the data is aggregated on the Presentation layer in the Unified Dashboard.
Therefore, the CIPSEC framework provides a robust core in which the Acquisition layer offers enough flexibility
to add new sensor or security services if the critical infrastructure protection requires it. Showing this flexibility,
we have included an extension methodology, where we describe the steps to face, and some guidelines, when
a new sensor should be included in the CIPSEC framework. We have also included the outcomes of the work
performed to integrate the CIPSEC solutions into the first prototype of the framework, empowering the events
taxonomy which are used for alarm generation. We finalize this deliverable exposing what the integration
challenges are when a new security solution, in our case CIPSEC framework, must be integrated on a real CI
environment. This is a challenging task due to the existence of several limitations, especially compliance
restrictions, associated with the CI. However, we described how the CIPSEC solution addresses most of these
compliance requirements.
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